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Dr. AbernathyIs
JailedinProtest

Some 53 persons defied an Branch of the NAACP; the
Blackburn,
Malcolm
order from city attorneys Mon- Rev.
Do you think you have the right to decide
day night and marched to police minister of Clayborn Temple.
Also Atty A. W. Willis, Mrs.
barricades set up a few feet
whether or not you want to buy liquor by the ounce,
, from the Beale St. intersection Cornelia Crenshaw, the Rev. P.
or any other way you choose?
'on Hernando, boarded a city L. Rowe, Sister Adrian HofstetWell, if you do think you have such a right, you
bus and were carried to jail ter, Bishop P. L. Johnson and
where some posted bond and Mrs. Carolyn Dee Quillion,
had better get ready to defend it. Because there are
others were released on their director of youth activity for
forces abroad in the land which question your cherishthe NAACP.
own recognizance.
ed right to "freedom of choice."
Leading the march after After the leaders were rehaving delivered a speech in- leased from jail, the executive
American citizens have always maintained the
Clayborn Temple, which board of the NAACP met and
side
position that every rational individual has a right to
was heard by only about a voted to ask parents to keep
make up his own mind on any issue ... whether it be
third of the 2,500 persons who their children out of school
where he shall live, where he shall work, where he
assembled for the demonstra- the following day and indefition, was the Rev. Dr. Ralph nitely until such a time that
shall worship, for whom he shall vote, and when and
Abernathy, president mediation for the school deDavid
where he shall drink, if he so desires.
of the Southern Christian Lead- mands of the NAACP reach a
level of serious progress and
T h e "liquor-by-the-ounce" campaign n o w
ership Conference.
until mediation begins in the
underway in Memphis and Shelby County stems from
But after the 53 persons had
been arrested, the group in
See Page 2
that traditional American principle, "Freedom of
back refused to turn around
Choice." The campaign is not growing out of the
and go back to Clayborn Temple
question of whether the sale of alcoholic beverages is
for speeches, and afterwards
surged on ahead where some
legal or not. Such sales is already legal in this com!threw various objects at police
munity.
lalong the barricades.
The real question is: Does a person have the
Police released tear gas, andl
the wind carried it into the
right to exercise his freedom of choice to the extent
faces of the persons seeking to
that he can choose the amount of a beverage he can
continue the march who then'
as*
buy at one time? If a man wants only a thimbleful of
fled.
dent of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and
liquor, why should he have to buy a whole bottle to BLACK MONDAY MARCHERS are seen in front of the
Some acts of vandalism folWICHITA FALLS, Tex. —
successor to the late Dr. Martin Luther Ring. Jr., led 'ast lowed, including the breaking
City Hall in the biggest of the four Black Mondays staged
Gaylon R. Calhoun,
Airman
get it? "Liquor by the ounce" assures the buyer of in the city in the past month. Dr. Ralph Abernathy, ores'.
Monday's march.
of a glass door in a building son of retired Technical Serfreedom of choice. He can buy as much or as little as
Clayborn geant a nd Mrs. Samuel Caljust across from
he pleases.
Temple.
houn of 1739 S. Frezevant,
IL was reported during the Memphis, has graduated with
The citizens of Memphis and Shelby County will
'knight that some demonstrators honors at Sheppard AFB, Tex.,
go to the polls on November 23rd to vote on this mati pelted firemen with rocks while ' from the U. S. Aircraft Meter. The arguments in favor of liquor-by-the-ounce
the firemen sought to put out chanics Course.
a blaze, and that the firemen The
are many and varied. When you go to vote ... (and
airman, now trained to
shot directly into a crowd,
'then
be sure to vote) . .. remember a victory for Liquor The Black American Law variety of exciting employment at the Yale University Law. After being matched with but since no one reported being maintain and service recipro.
means more tax money for Memphis, thus benefiting Students Association (BALSA). opportunities for the black School, New Haven, Conn.. job requests, resumes of hit by bullets, this -could not systems, is being assigned to
Lockbourne AFB. Ohio, for
nationwide
a
has initiated
n a ti onal headquarters of qualified students will be mail- be confirmed.
all citizens regardless of color. Liquor by the ounce placement service to bring to- attorney.
duty with the Tactical Air
prospective employers
to
ed
who
persons
those
Among
means more jobs in the community for white and gether black law students and "All conceivable legal and BALSA.
who will arrange personal in- submitted to arrest were Dr. Command which provides combat air support for U. S. ground
employers.
prospective
atsocial
better
a
black. Liquor by the ounce means
John W. Davis. a junior at ews.
quasi-legal employers — from
Abernathy, Dr. and Mrs. Vasco
forces.
ColDenver
the
SugarUniversity
of
Wall
agencies
to
Miriam
government
Dr.
Smith,
as
A.
black
mosphere in Memphis in all neighborhoods,
The Service, headquartered
BALSA was formed in 1967
Airman Calhoun is a 1966
at the University of Denver,Street firms — are seeking lege of Law, is serving as di- by students at New York Uni- ' mon, the Rev. H. Ralph Jackwell as white.
graduate of - Booker-. T. WashPlaceBALSA
the
Alvin
of
rector
fill
Representative
to
qualified
Black
lawyers
State
son
Law Center, will serve as a;
Howard
And this is true because it means the establish- clearinghouse for Black law! vacant and newly created posi- ment Service during its pilot versity, Columbia and
M. King. The Rev. Ezekiel ington High School and attendLaw Schools "to make legal
year.
tions," said Cochran.
president of the Memphis ed Memphis State University.
Bell,
ment of places where one may expect decent surround- students and employers.
education and the legal profesing, a quiet environment, restraint, and more respec- "The University of Denver 'The ,Service will provide Brochures announcing the sion more relevant to the Black
ability and protection. Liquor-by-the-ounce would mean Law Center is indeed proud both the black law student and Service are being mailed to experience." according to Colaw firms chran.
a Memphis grown up from a hypocritical country town to work with BALSA in this the prospective employer with several hundredUnited
States,
nationwide
news
the
throughout
of
employment
More than 75 per cent of the
... to a sophisticated, forward-looking city ... which pilot project to articulate and opportunities."
directors of public defender and
promote the needs of Black
approximately 1,200 Black law
government
be.
to
it has a right
American law students and Cochran noted that the Serv- legal aid societies,
students at law schools throughVOTE FOR "LIQUOR-BY-THE-OUNCE ON prospective employers," s aid ice will provide fast referrall agencies, and deans of law out the United States are
schools.
Robert B. Yegge, Dean of the of qualified applicants to pros-,
BALSA members.
NOVEMBER 23RD!
University of Denver College pective employers and follow- All black law students are The 27-member BALSA naFuneral serv ices for Dover', sociation and continued his inof Law.
up to ensure both the needs being requested to forward tional advisory board includes Crawford, Jr., a cashier of the terest in alumni affairs with
Announcing the Service, J. of the employer and the stu- resumes to the Service at jud?..;es, professors, politicians Tri-State Bank o f Memphis, the LeMoyne-Owen Alumni Asschools
Otis Cochran, BALSA Natibnal dent are met.
the University of Denver Col- and members of large law were held last Thursday night sociation after the two
merged.
Baptist
were
Metropolitan
the
at
Director, stressed the wide 1 Cochran is a law s tudenti lege of Law.
firms.
Churen with t he pastor, the He is survived by his wife,
Rev. Samuel A. Owen, deliver- Mrs. Lula D. Crawford; a son,
Douglas Patric Crawford; two
ing the eulogy.
Mr. Crawford. who was 36, daughters, Donna Kathleen and
One black father out of every, aside another day to commemodied suddenly at Baptist Me- Dianna Louise Crawford: his
13 will be a cripple because of rate a band of nameless heros
Ameto
Africa
morial Hospital on Monda y, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dover
the Vietnam War! Medical sci- who sailed from
was
Columbus
Oct. 27. after having Crawford, Sr.: two sister s,
morning.
before.
military'rica
with
up
ence is keeping
ill at his home at Mrs. Ola B. Matlock of Detaken
born."
been
science; at least doctors arei
troit and Mrs. Mary L. PasSt.
Leland
1490
G.I'si
auwounded
prize-winning
keep
same
The
able to
chetti of Los Angeles; a brothMetroof
member
lifelong
A
earlier
the
alive better than ever before., thor who prepared
politan Baptist Church. Mr. er, Roscoe Partee of Memphis;
The result will be a generation SEPIA shocker about Bill CosCrawford was graduated from and a mother-in-law, Mrs. KathBrooklyn
segr egated
by's
severely wounded.
old Owen College and from leen Dunford of Memphis.
SEPIA magazine, in its De. apartment houses, wrote this
University before going l Interment was in National
Drake
Franklyn
SEPIA.
for
disclosure
doctors
cember issue, surveys
for the Tri-State Bank Cemetery on Friday morning.
work
to
evihis
of
and G.I.'s about what this con- Peterson took much
T. H. Hayes and Sons Funeral
Memphis.
of
flict is doing to the arms and dence from a book written by a
active as president Home was in charge of arwas
He
1920,
in
professor
Harvard
legs and eyes of young Amenof the Owen College Alumni As rangements.
cans, an Indiana student with "Africa and the Discovery of
America."
his
a chunk of plaster where
foot should be, an art student Since 1920, however, that boo l
whose hands were severed by has become so scarce only two
shrapnel, a Florida factory libraries in all of New York'
worker whose face was torn City have copiies.
"THERE WAS A BLACK,
away by a mine.
The SEPIA story points out CITY IN AMERICA BY 1450," I
that 250,000 young Americans maybe even 1400. The Vatican ,
The Learning Festival Com- 5 and which will run through
document
a
hold
already have been wounded in archives
mittee invites all students, par- this Friday, Nov. 14.
Vietnam. An estimated 100,000 which shows how the Africans'
ents and visitors to attend Students will be able to
young, black men have been spread throughout South Amethe festival. The event will not browse and purchase educationtaken out of schools, out of tar- rica, the West Indies, Mexico
only help arouse student in- al material.
tortes, out of fields, off the and even the United States reterest in learning but will also The Learning Festival will be
streets, only to be later dis- gion. In 1537, a black leader
contribute to a worthwhile open on Nov. 12-14 for parents
charged as cripples. As the organized an uprising against
in the observance of American
project.
20 to 30-year-old generation of the Spanish conquistadors.
matures,
soldiers
returning
The Parent-Teacher Associa- Education Week and Open
marries and bears children,
tion is sponsoring the program House. Material will be on disreport
with Mrs. Louvelle Jenkins serv- play in the library.
imagine what kind of
Among the items on view will
Mr. Moynihan then will be
ing as Learning Festival chairbe magnifiers and viewers.
able to write about chaos withman.
simple science experi m epts.
in the black family.
Others on the committee
Dinosaures, magnets and MOAFRICANS BEAT COLUMare Mrs. Elizabeth Swift, PTA
tors. spelling games, nature colBUS TO THE NEW WORLD!
president; Mrs. Bertha Guy,
lections, history and geography
Democratic
Kennedy
And Chris knew they got there
The
Ossia
Mrs.
president;
vice
first
activities, educational handifirst, but tried to conceal the Organization is presenting a
Walker and Mrs. Pauline Snycrafts, and many other mafact in his famous diary. SEP- whist party at its clubhouse at
der.
terials representing all areas
of LeMoyne•Owen College. The schedule includes registraPLANNING STATE MEET — Graduates and undergradu
IA magazine makes that dis- 943 Volletine ave. on Friday
Mrs. Rosie Mosby is in of interest to children.
ales representing 1Ipha Eta Zeta, Phi Alpha, Rho Gamma
covery in its December issue night. Nov. 14, starting at
tion at 8 a.m., a coffee hour. workshop, luncheoo, and afterpublicity and Mrs. Materials may be purchased
noon and evening sessions Coming here will be representa• charge of
and Tau Gamma chapters of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc,
now on newsstands.
8 p.m. and continuing until
Dorothy Wheary secretary.
at popular prices. This is a
posed during recent planning meeting at the home of Mrs.
fives from Jackson, Nashville, Chattanooga. Knoxville and
SEPIA opens with. "If Chris late.
Isaiah Goodrich is principal convenient, easy and pleasant
I,oretta II. Sawa, tlpha Eta Zeta hasileus, and Mrs. Rose•
other cities. Also here next Saturday will be Mrs. Mildred
topher Columbus deserves a A blanket will be presented to
way to provide children with
C. Bradham. grand basileus. and Mrs. M'Elena Matthews of the school.
day in his honor for laying clai the holder of a lucky ticket. etta H. Peterson, associate director of the south Central
Region while making plans for the one-day Tennessee State
of Mississippi 'alley ('ollege, Ma Rena, Miss., South cenThe Ford Road Elementary meaningful learning materials
to landing on American shores The winner does not have to
Meeting to be held ITU Saturday. Nev. 15, on the campus
tral Regional director. (McChriston Photo)
fir't we soon may have to set be 'present
School is sponsoring a,Learn-'which make wonderful 1gifts.

Gaylon Calhoun
Takes Course
With Honors

Law Students Set Job Service

Dover Crawford, Bank
Cashier, Buried Here

Vietnam Is Crippling
Future Black Fathers

SchoolIs Sponsoring
A Learning Festival

KDO Sponsoring
A Wh:st Party
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Stafford School

March
Continued Frets Pia

1

Ole ARC LBO THAT

WI Celebrate
AEW Nor. 9-15

strike of workers at St. Joseph
Hospital.
They also asked that the boycott continue until all charges
Stafford Elementary School
agabeet persons stemming from
the movement of blacks are will olisei.e American Education Week November 9-15, 1960
dropped.
The persons arrested on Mon- ,n several ways.
Parents are invited to vim
day night were slated to ap
pear in City Court on Wednes- the school any time during
day at 1:30 before eity Judge the week, to eat lunsit
Bernie Weinman.
children as cell as Visit their
Earlier
Monday, attorney moms.
for the NAACP had gone into A special invitation has been
Federal
Court
before issued for November 12, for
District Judge MeRae. Jr., this is the day the closed cirand asked for a temporary re- cuit television program will be
straining order against the shown every hour featuring
Memphis pollee department's eaeti class in dramatizations if
order forbidding a march at music, "Throughout The Year
the peak hour of afternoon at Stafford."
traffie, and he refused to issue The activities of the week
suelk aa order.
are geared to make parents and
Judge MeRae said that be teachers cognizant of the theme
believed that there was sonid "Better Education - Your Job."
merit in the protest, but that Girl Scouts will serve as hoshe was not called upon to rule tesses and refreshments will be
on that matter.
served following the telecasts.
At least 45 minutes before
the march began, attorneys
representing the NAACP walked from the AME Minimum
Salary Building on Hernando
to Handy Park on Beak and
talked briefly with Assistant
City Attorneys Frierson Graves
and Joseph Canale, and then State Representative .lames
returned to Clayborn Temple I. Taylor, District 5. was guest
Area.
speaker at Cummings School
Mr. Graves and Mr. Candle P.T.A.
Wednesday
meeting
walked up to the intersection night. November 12 at the
of Linden and Hernando and school on Cummings Street. Th
stayed at that location and.school was observing "Amerithe 53 persons arrived there.'can Education Week". Topic
Remaining on the scene and for discussion was "THE SOobserving the entire proceed- CIAL SCENE OF TODAY AND
ings were City-L. Councilmen OUR RESP ONSIBILITIES"
boy! Owistinos decorations art everywhere. It must be Nate for
Downing Pryor and /erred More than 80 parents, teachSanto to do his thin ... Huh dad?
Blanchard.
ers. and children attended the
No excessive force beyond meeting. Mrs. Helen Hooks is
what was needed to maintain principal of the school
tra. A Joint Fraternity Dance
order was reported used by lo- Last Tuesday Nov. 4th Reprewill be held in the Municipal
cal policemen.
sentative Taylor was speaker
Auditorium on Friday, Nov.
Later in the night, a person at the Walker Avenue School
28. 8:30 p.m. - 100 a.m. Tyrone
suspected of burglarizing a store PT A. more than 65 parents.
Smith and his orchestra will
was shot in the heel as he at- teachers, and children attendplay.
tempted to flee, officers re- ed this meeting. Mrs. Mildred
ported.
'Carver is principal.
. NASHVILLE — An activities A. P. Torrence will speak at the
!packed homecoming schedule!Alumni Homecoming Brunch in
NATURAL LOOK
: awaits alumni and former stu-!WIC Cafeteria, when class re111(111r
dents al Tennessee State Uni- union ceremonies will begin.
Iveristy Nov 26-28. according 1 Classes will include 1920. 1930,
ic a Lank Prepa,-0,
to Mrs. Gladys B Adams, Co- i11140, 1944, 1950, 1959. and 1910.
Inc e.ry Heir nein ,
ordinator of Alumni Affairs. The Tennessee State-Parsons
,College football game will be Look Hair PreporationDiv
A welcoming cocktail party ;called at 1:00 p.m. in W. J.
;for homecomers will be held !Hale Stadium, following a preNAYKS & SON
'Wednesday night. Nov. 26. in game show.
the Commodore Room of the
P.O. Box 1124
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Andrew Jackson Hotel, down- The Alumni HOmecoming Ball,
;town Nashville, alumni head- will be held in the Municipal
quarters.
!Auditorium, 9:00 p.m. - 1:00:
On Thursday, Plen. V, 9:90iam., Thursday, Nov. 27. Music
a.m. (Thankagiv) Predield by Jimmy Church and orches-!
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Guests Are Enthusiastic Buyers
Of Shares In Black Business
The M-T Manufacturing Com- the assets of Powell Communi- was interrupted by Nat D. Wilpany, Inc. invited black citizens on. Company, which is now a liams, Booker 1 Washington
of Memphis to a social even- subsidiary of M-T Manufactur- High School social at ndies
ing in the East Room on the ing Co., in?.
teacher, newspaper columnist
14th floor of the Holiday Inn- The company prefills dispos- and radio personality, who said
Rivermont last Saturday even- able plastic communion cups M was ready to buy 10 shares
ing, but before the night was with bread on top of a card- , of the stock for his daughters.
over, the pests were lining board cap, with wine or grape
up with cash and checkbooks juice beneath. It speeds up the Before the wooing soled,
to buy some of the 65,000 time for communion, and hun- however, lawyers, doctors, enShares of common stock at NI dreds of churches have placed tertainers, postal workers and
a share, available to residents Orders with the company.
writers rushed up frost and
up thouof Tennessee.
On Saturday night, the termed a line to pick
The firm was incorporated lengthy introduction of officers' roods of the shares at the barlast August in &coots all of and directors of the company gain price of $11 each.
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The"Wonder Tears:'one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
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BOB HICKS ("FAT MAN")
JOE-B-YOUNG (WHIZ K101
JAMES ROBY (ROAD RUNNER)

NAT WASHINGTON
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(BOSS UGLY BOB)
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During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds.The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children
nutritious Wonder Bread.
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Roslyn Lomax, Elise Flowers' placing their order for gradDenise Flowers.
, uation invitations, name cards,
LISTEN Soul Folk, and you
Connie and Maurice are real and
memory books, and annivershall hear, about a cool tight while Y.G. is still trying
Our young men are looking sary
cover.
smooth column t hat will to get his eyesight.
smarter than ever in their Engbring you cheer.
Veta B. Please be sincere lish cuts, sweater sets, and
Although the year is half
This week our blue and white and tell us which young man Alpaca knits. Some of the gone, the senior class officers
light shines on a charming you'd rather be near (is it smart looking young gentlemen are making big plans for the
young lady just recently chew II.F.?)
are Jackie Parker, Michael year 1970.
en as football queen '81-70. She
R. W. says "it is plain to Bernard, David Lee, Larry
is in 12-05 homeroom under see that R. Newton is the one Denson, Charles Lewis, Ralph i As pastor of the Mississippi
ule
d Christian Church,
the supervision of Kra. Ball- for me."Bo
Abrahamvar
Dotson,
Thompson,
moo.
Sam, at last we see t he Horace Newsum and James I Blair T. Hunt would say: "Get
knowledge in your head, money
Around campus she is presi- light. We know now that Lou Little.
in your pocket, ballot in your
dent of the Dramatic Club, is right.
EXTRA, EXTRA
hand, skill In year fingers;
editor-in-chief of the Annual, There is a certain tall guy
There's a lot of hustle and and God in your heart; sucpresident of the Les Jeunes that's on our basketball team
Dames, sweetheart of the (Clint J.) Who has a certain bustle around school in the sen- cess will easily be yours and
I Ambassadors, and a member young lady keeping him on the ior class. Firstly, the Seniors ours.
elected officers. They are presi- Well, this is Trezette and
of the Waterford Theatrical beam. (Agnes B
Guild and the Dance Group.
Now for a look at the mellow dent Randy Cox, Vice Presi- Wendy signing out 10-4
Off campus, she is affiliated spotlight The focus on our dent Jackie Reed, Secretary
with the Memphis Chapter of "Couples Corner." Some of Yvonne Satterfield, Asst. SecRemain Sta
in y
ScC
1:1
14
Co-Ette Club, Inc. where she those seen cruising around retary Stanley Gates, TreasBowles. and
Stanley
holds the office of business are: Michael Scott and Debra urer
FOR SALE
manager. She is also an active Boyd, Fredrick Noel and Jean Reporters Connie Johnson and
Child's Tricycle $3.25
member of the N.A.A.C.P. and Mathews, Alvin Tucker and Lonnie Franklin.
16inch Convertible Bike $12.50
the Parkway Gardens Presby- Bessie Stanton, Ronald WhitSecondly, the Seniors are in 20" boy's Bike $13.50 Nice
terian Church. After gradua-' ney and Leatrice Burgess,
the process of collecting money 16" boy's Bike $13.50
tion, she plans to attend How- I Jerry Rhodes and Marsha
ads and patrons for the 276-3558
for
ard University. Her chief de- Aughtry.
yearbook. Thirdly, they are
sire is to become a professor of The most sensational new
History.
arrival on the fashion scene is
She resides with her parents, the wearing of rings and more
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Batts and rings, chain belts and neck- •••+••+•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••
•
her sister, Denise Batts.
laces, long belted vest-like
By now you know she is sweater with a mini-skirt. Seen I
none other than Brenda Kay wearing the latest are Bridg- •
Batts.
ette Jones, Willietta Fisher,
SPORTS
Shirley Cobb, Pamela Brown. oDOW N FIR()N all
Despite the inclement wea-lElla Perino, Denise Lewis
ther Thursday night, the Ham-,
iltonians journeyed to Washington Stadium to give encourage-1
'
University Law School; and William Randall, Emory Law
ment to the team. Although we
School. LIM' newcomers not pictured are Margaret Cotton,
lost 26 to 14 we, as HamiltonUniversity of Pennsylvania Law School, and Drew Mays,
ians, will always
the faith.
Yale Law School. They join a staff of 25 New York based
Coach Kelly,kepTo other coachIt is a sadistic weird City Council that Black folk have to
attorneys who work with more than 300 other lawyers across
es, and football players, we
endure!!!! Since it seems Wyeth Chandler enjoys the idea of
the nation. (News Voice International photo)
say, "keep on pushing."
living the Ante Bellum days, he would make a better archivist
PEOPLE IN THE SWING
13?
than councilman. Since when did he get to be a spokesman for
the black community? Mr. Chandler is so hung up on The last
The 31st annual Blues Bowl
century, that it is impossible for him to function in 1969.
Game will be played in crump
Stadium on Saturday afterBob James is a little frantic about eliminating the brothers.
noon, Nov. 22, at 2 p.m., but He'd pick 'em off one by one, "like Sergetnt York!" It would
i just which teams will be take a big boy to perform such an enormous job. Bob James
, matched depends upon the could never qualify.
schools that make the greatCouncilman Netters is to be commended for his stand in
est showing during the days
Whitney M. Young, Jr., exec- contributions to the American between now and the big the City Council and also for being constructive on WKNO,
Channel 10, although a less patient man might have blown his
utive director of the National way of life, consists of a spe- , game.
But it is certain that the cool.
Urban League was the principal cially designed medallion In ad- Douglass
High School TroubaWhat's this about the Board of Education cutting off some
speaker and third recipient of dition to the engrossed citation. dours will perform as the halftime show under the directions child:en's lunches?
the MERRICK - MOORE Since the inception of the of Mrs. June
R. Glenn,
SPAULDING NATIONAL
Seen Saturday during the March was a young lady with
award in 1967, its other recipi-1 Another feature will be the
a large suit box beneath her coat. Did she think the brother's
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD at the
ents have included Robert C. crowning of the queen of the wouldn't spy it?
Fifth Annual Founders' Day Ob- Weaver, former Secretary of Blues Bowl.
servance of North Carolina Housing
and Urban Develop-I
Mutual Life Insurance Com- ment and the
first American'
pany, Thursday, October 30.
Negro member of a President's

I

Left Side

NEW LEGAL POWER — Latest additions to the staff of the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF)
are pictured this week with iDirector-Counsel Jack Greenberg. From left are attorneys Charles Becton, Duke University Law School; Buford lvaigler, Harvard Law School;
Mr. Greenberg; Donald Hopkins, University of California,
Berkeley, Law School; Algernon J. Cooper, Jr., New York

Preparing
For 31st Annual

Sigma Gamma Rho Plans
Founders' Day Service

The Urban League's execu- Cabinet, 1967, and Dr. Benjamin
tive director since 1961, Mr. E. Mays, educator and presiYoung has worked to win total dent—emeritus of Morehouse
equality for Negroes and other College.
Minorities and has been referMaceo A. Sloan, vice presired to as the most effective dent - Home Office
Operations.
man in the nation when it comes presided over the program,
to drumming up jobs for Ne-I which in addition to the presengroes. In his address to the', tation
of
the
MERRICKPounders' Day Observance au- MOORE - SPAULDING NAACHIEVEMENT
dience he advocated the "notion TIONAL
of black power" but acknow- AWARD included: the Invocation by the Reverend Grady D.
ledged that it should be put in Davis, pastor of Union
Baptist
its proper perspective. That per- Church in Durham;
the invospective, he said, is one of casion, Mrs. Lorraine
Weaver,
economic, legal, political, and assistant to the
controller; insocial power.
troduction of Mr. Young by
Mr. Young said that Negro L. B. Frasier, agency director;
leaders have an obligation to musical selections by Mrs. La"tell it like it is" to their peo- telle Vaughan, soprano, acple. The old should listen to companied at the piano hy John
the young and vice versa. H. Gattis; and a presentation
However, he warned the young on behalf of the NCM field
not to confuse rhetoric with force to President Goodloe by
relevance—not to let their zeal I.C. Brandon of Birmingham,
for blackness overshadow the N.C. Mutual's "Manager of the
Year" for 1968.
purpose of their struggle.
MISS SOCIAL BELLE . . . contest has
been kicked off by the Memphis Branch
NAACP. Shown discussin the contest which
provides funds for the NAACP are seated
Miss Deanie Parker, Honorary Chairman
and Publicity Director of Stax Recording
Company. Standing left to right: Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, Executive Director of the
discussing
NAACP. Shown
the contest
which provides funds for the NAACP are

seated Miss Deanie Parker, Honorary
Chairman and Publicity Director of St-ax
Recording Company. Standing left to right:
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, Executive Director
of the NAACP, Miss Velma Lois Jones,
General Chairman of the Freedom Fund
for the NAACP and Miss Vanesse Thomas,
present "Miss Social Belle" and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Thomas. Photo by

"If you are black today and,
have the skill and credentials,
you are often more than first
class." He said iaws exist
which open doors to black people, but they will not be carried out "until we can motivate
the political will of the people."
In presenting him the MERRICK - MOORE - SPAULDING
NATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD, N.C. Mutual President
Joseph W. Goodloe quoted the
Citation: ". . .you have made
meaningful, successful contributions to American life which
have jolted your white and
black brothers to action for the
betterment of life in our country. . .Through the encouragement of your family and mentors your life has become a
pathway of leadership for all
America to ever wider horizons
. . .By your words and your
works, people not only in America, but around the world have
come to respect your leadership."
The Award, given in memory
of the founders and early builders of North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance Company, and in
recognition of their significant

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE
41-PI•c•
Plat*
Sotasip
ONLY '9114
With each $3
purchase

DAISY

SAVINGS!
ON MATCHING COMPLETER PIECES

NOW SHOWING,
Their love was his
last
chance.

4 Ica Drink Spoons
3 Serving Spoons
Butter Knife and
Sugar Shell

SIDNEY
POITIER

Gravy Ladle and
Pastry Server

IN

"THE LOST
MAN"

BIG BOOKS-SPECIAL OFFER

JAMES GARNER

Plus

"THE PINK JUNGLE**

M
•

BIG TYPE

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL. WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

H c

TAILORS

INC.
director; and William E. Doar, Jr., tuitional
executive secretary. During the weekend
Use brothers enjoyed homecoming weekend
and the MSU-Tulsa football game and a
dance afterwards at the Newman Founda•
Lion.

BIG ART

For easy reading

Lavish illustrations
Extra margin an

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories

DISCUSSING GOALS of the Brotherhood
Workshop held on the Memphis State Uni•
versity campus are these three officials of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. From left
are Ulysses McPherson Southwestern regional director Clarence (leaves, associate

AT BIG STAR

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Moosphis, Teigriessee

BIG SIZE
12 of
Americas

Famous

Full 8 x I I
Over 200 pages
Complete and unabridged
Hard cover,full color

Classics.
Yours at
Special
Savings,
Makes Great

Christmas
Gifts.

YOUR C•operil Albs Whet Yoe Ask Foe Arlii
Croirtes What Yoe Think or
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Californian Presents
'To The Moon' To City

Harvest Day
Is Celebrated

"TO THE MOON," a com- the "Lunching with Books" rebination of recordings, pictures view of MISSION TO THE
and text, has been given to MOON on November 13.
the Memphis Public Library.
This story of man's boldest
venture is told in the voice of
those who accomplished this
outstanding feat.

The fourth annual Harvest
Day was observed at the New
Harvest Baptist Church by the
pastor, members and friends
on Sunday, Nov. 2.
The pastor, the Rev. R. S.
Pamphlet, and members conducted the morning service.
During the afternoon, Holy
Trinity Baptist Church was in
charge with their minister, the
Rev. C. S. Joyner.
Devotional leader was Ralph
Chaffer and his brother, Rudolph Chaffer was master of
ceremonies.
Chairman for the day were
Mrs. Naomi Brown and Mrs.
Laverne Brown.

NATURAL LOOK

Fresh Ground

Hair Preparation....

Hamburger
59c
Pork Chops

The,* Is

Look HoirPreporationDiv
of

Pkg. or More

HAYNES $ SON
P.O Bo. 1124

LB

'4

a Look Prepurat•on

for every Hair need

3 L B.

nane.

Church Hosts
Meeting Of West
Side Civic Club

Carbort
.C;ale Illinois 62901

Pork Lion Cut Into

BUY U.S.
BONDS

MRS. FRANCES HALE, president of Welfare Rights Mothers, receives a "Can You
Tell Me How to Get to SESAME STREET,"
button from Mrs. Joan Roth, right National
Council of Jewish Women volunteer helping
to promote the new preschool television

program in the Memphis area. SESAME
STREET, which will air each day o n
WKNO-TV, Channel 10 sit 11.30 and 4:30, is
part of a national project designed to use
television to prepare this nation's 12 million
preschoolers for the first grade.

Mayor Henry Loeb recently
received "TO THE MOON"
from J. Leland Atwood, El Segundo, California. In his Acknowledgement of the gift,
Mayor Loeb stated that he was
giving it to the Memphis Public Library, so that many peo- A special meeting and p r ople could enjoy this gift to the gram of the West Side Civic
city of Memphis.
Club was held on Oct. 26 at the
The two volumes, one of pic- Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptist
tures and text, and one con- Church with short talks by Autaining six records cover the try Parker of MAP South, Rostory of rocketry from the be- berta Parkin, Mrs. Elizabeth
ginning to the first historic step Hayes of the Welfare Mother-,
and Dave Liggitt.
on the moon.
Frank Kilpatrick, president
The sound recordings were
of the Bluff City and Shelby
conceived and produced by
County Council of Civic Clubs,
Michael Kapp. Mr. Kapp dedigave remarks.
cated his work "To the unborn
generations of the world who, A panel discussion on busiIn centuries to come, will be ness was presented with O.Z.
able to listen and understand Evers of Evers Pest Control
that this extraordinary achieve- as moderator. Panelists were
ment was accomplished by ' Elijah Woods, Clayborne Tay'average men' like their fath- lor and James Bradley.
ers."
The program was concluded
The two volumes are avail- with remarks by club presiable at Main Library, 258 So. 1 dent James Ballard and host
McLean. The addition to MPL's minister, the Rev. L. J. Aldspace collection is very timely'ridge.
with the Apollo 12 launching' Carl E. Johnson was master
scheduled for November 14 andj of ceremonies.

Highway or
Take Your Pic
Snow Retread Tires at the

SAME LOW PRICE

When you buy 1st Silent Guard 11 at
Reg. Price Plus FET and 2 Old Tires

Sausage
139

ears
I.

Whole Fryers
LB 29c
Apples
LB 10t
Yellow Turnips
LB 104

2nd Tire Only
Buy 1st
Tire at
Plus 1/9
Reg. Price
F.E.T; on
of 24.95
Each Tire
Plus 1.79
F.E.T. on
Each Tire
6.50 Tubeless Black wall
with
2 Old Tires Plus F.E.T on Each Tire

1247

Red Borne

Extra-wide and extra-deep tread for superior
traction and longer wear! Rugged 4-ply nylon
cord construction. Patented safety shoulders
for positive steering control and safer cornering. Guaranteed by Sears for a full 36 months.
II • ! •
NI:l•
111.1 II -•• \‘11111
1st. TIr, lad 71r.
Regular
98 Pries
Prise With
With
OW lire OW The
27.13
640%13
13.97
7.60'13
21.95
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344

311.1S
38 IS

17.17

2.36

4.55.14

11.47

2.57

7.76.1S
11.1Sa 1 S

11S 1S

16 47
17.97

2.111
1.211

45.IS

35.95

19.47

Lit

11.211.14

• •

Plea
F.LT.

32.95

1.11?

Guaranteed Retread Tires

. ..............

•

ON SALE•••

•

ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
Tread Wear-Out
Tread Life Guarantee

0.

anarantood Against:AOfelt.
area of the tire rekultir4 from
enema rood hazards or *Artie
in material or workmanship.
Fee Hew Lofty Far I/wined
the original tried.
What flaws Wil1 Do.: Repel,
sail puricturee scno charge.
01a owe aftenon.Is esehanaa
for the tire. replace it.charging
aabr the proportko of
mit2111ins price Pk=
' Tam that reptillsoiS

=3",:«41.
me&Wit Omni Ward amid

lide Guard will be re•
%
s
at no charm if Whine
an during lest 20 months.
the1k.fallather this period.
sepasess, charging
• of currant
eady
pie* plus fed.
Oatreprisesco
Ina

3 lb con 580

P , Ott

5111 Hwy. 51 South

nose as our new tires! Made only from care.
fully inspected sound tire bodies, then *leo.
tronically bonded to new tread' of rugged
Dynatuf rubber. Guaranteed to wear for a full
18 months. Take your choice of deep-biting
snow tires or regular highway tires ... each
at the same low price during this sale! No

tradsin required for either tire.

See.or Unileway
nrtrioel Thee
6.50e13

Taiwame
Illeelooll
10.58

_

Tehohow
1111Wir•eil

.mv1,s1
ee.
•

1244
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7.71.,2.50,114
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.44
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SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

3h61 Park Avenue
2464 Poplaf

Satisfaetian Guaranteed
or Your Money Reek

AvOillre

S1111111104

[Sears
MARS.SOU=AND Mk

W11129/14 V re
136.salibi...it Sea
~151

Ave.

47110 Summer Ave.
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6.50x13 Tubeless Blackwell Retread
Snow Tire or Highway Tire

Guaranteed Against: 1na5
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AME Zion Plans 100th Session

Jack And Jill Foundaticn Gives

For those who

$10,000 For Pre-School Project

Appreciate
Elegance ...

PITTSBURGH — The Jack ity are invited to observe the, Illinois in 1968, by Jack and
and Jill of America Foundation project. The staff, with the Jill of America, Inc. The lat.
has made its second grtInt of exception of Dr. Moore and his ter group is devoted to provid$10,00 to the University of Pitts- wife, is black.
ing constructive educational,
burgh to support a research The "talking typewriter" is cultural, civic, recreational and
and demonstration project in- one of the pioneering compu- social programs for children
volving pre-school children from terized and automated teaching The organization has supported
ghetto" neighborhood. aids. Utilizing audio-visual com- projects undertaken by the
a
Funds for the renewal were ponents and a typewriter key- Legal Defense and Education
presented
in
Pitt's
Social board, it has been used effec- Fund of the NAACP and reSciences Building by Mrs. Jac- tively to help children learn search in mental health, rheuqueline Robinson, of McLean, to read and write, take, dicta- matic fever and sickle cell
Va., president of the Founda- tion, speak foreign languages anemia.
tion, to Pitt Chancellor, Dr. and to acquire other linguistic The group provides income
skills. It has led to the develop- for the foundation through local
Wesley W. Posvar.
Also on hand to review the ment of a number of so-called community service and fundproject were Mrs. Eleanor C. "responsive environment" de- raising efforts by the 126 Jack
DeLoache, National President vices and techniques which and Jill chapters throughout
of Jack and Jill of America, permit students to direct their the country.
Inc., Mrs. Audre Gaines, Presi- own learning by interacting
dent of the local chapter, and unaided with the device.
Mrs. Connie Biggs, chapter The Jack and Jill of America
Foundation, which was holding
vice president.
Representing the university, a week-end meeting of its
in addition to Dr. Posvar, were board o f directors in PittsDr. Omar K. Moore, director burgh, was established and in:
of the project and developer of corporated in Cook County.
the so-called "talking typewriter," and, Dr. Louis Kishkunas, superintendent of Pittsburgh
Public Schools.
A coalition of some 65 black
Dr. Moore is director of the
workers met at the Main Post
Clarifying Environments Proj•
Office last Monday to protest
ect at Pitts Learning Reunjust treatment and practices
search and Development Centhey say is being rendered by
ter. He said he expects all of
management.
the four and five year olds who
entered the demonstration proj- The American Legion Post 27
The confrontation began at
ect last November to be read- honored the Vietnam dead and
9:30
a.m. and lasted until 12:30
7:00
11,
ing at a third grade level by all veterans November
noon. J. C. Curtis was the offinext June, well before they are p.m. at Mahalia Jackson Aucharge, and he and le,
ditorium, 705 S. Parkway East. cer in
enrolled in first grade.
staff heard some 15 demands
The first phase of the demon- Percy H. Williams, commit- issued by the group. Mr. Curstration project began last No- tee chairman, states this will tis reportedly remained neuvember from the Letsche Ele- be one of the oustanding events tral in the session.
mentary School, with the chil- of the day and all veterans of
The group had a grievance
dren attending one-half hour this area are invited. The honsessions each day.
orable Cayce L. Penetcost, also against the Rev. Kenneth
The children were taught Tenn., Public Service Commis- T. Whalum, black director of
many of the same subjects sioner will be the guest speaker personnel. and said that more
blacks had been fired since he
available in pre-scho,
..,1 classes er.
was placed in office than had
such as reading and writing, Post.
..No. 27 is giving recogbefore.
but also others which are not nition and sincere appreciation occurred
available; typing for example. of outstanding services and asAmong the demands were
Members of the black commun- sistance which contributed to the need for black superintenthe advancement of the Ameri- dents and supervisors and that
can Legion's program and ac- all letters of adverse action
tivities dedicated to God and written since Sept 1, 1969. be
'withdrawn
country.

Ask these Barwick
SALESMEN about the all
NEW MONTE CARLO

The 100th session of the West The session began at 10
Tennessee and Mississippi An- a.m. Wednesday with the Rev.
nual Conference of the African B. G. Prentice delivering the
Methodist Episcopal Zion sermon.
Church is being held at the ' The Holy Communion will
Ford Chapel AME Zion Church be administered by Bishop A.
Wednesday through Sunday. G. Dunston assisted by the preNov. 12-16.
siding elders.

Grievances

Aired By 65

Legion Post 27 Postal Workers
T0 Honor Dead
Of Vietnam

t 4 611
ALBERT Mc CURET

REV. WILLIAM NINES

WE OWN OUR
OWN FINANCE COMPANY-1

r2r nvz

CI -le, 1
) .

a
J."

740 UNION

527-2661

OPEN24
HOURS4DAY

Centennial Observance
Will Begin This Friday

697"Zc't

The first event scheduled for tennial celebration takes place
LeMoyne-Owen College's cen-'at 10:30 a.m. Friday, Nov. 14.
when Dr. Wesley A. Hotchkiss,
of New York, delivers an ad-1
dress on "The American Misand the
sionary Association
College."

••• closed Sunday
Land CY Lake

BUTTER

93 :toffy
qtrs.' lb

790

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

40 oz jar

SOUTH-1232 E SHELBY DRIVE (WH!TEHAVEN

Fred Mon tesi

PEANUT BUTTER

97*

Sacramento

16

PEAR HALVES
Sour
BLACK PEPPER

270

EAST-5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL1
NI1DTOWN-1620 MADISON

oz ran

Robin Hoodi2

4 oz can

U.S. NO.1 CHOICE

330

TERI TOWELS

self-rising

Hall' to

BEEF

39*

Bush

$1.00

4 flavors

18 oz boxes

Welch

center cut boneless chuck

24

Govnt,Inspt.

90

OLEO

qtrs lb

\II whin

heel OM.ken or

MEAT PIES

150
29*

6 fool limit

limil

MAYONNAISE

Call:

Jack Baker

Contract Air Conditioning
Service, Inc.
363-7211
5170 1 hulattortui Rood
Nirmphi, Yennt-ii.sen 38118

by Joe Black

Want a job? A good job with good pay? Put
yourself in the running by checking your dictionary and looking up the word prepare.
It means to make fit, adapt or qualify beforehand for a particular purpose or condition. To
get that job...you've got to be prepared for it
in advance. That means getting yourself a good
education.

Greyhound is prepared to help you get that
education. And here's how! Greyhound annually grants 41 scholarships to minority group
students through 15 designated black colleges
and 11 Negro oriented radio stations throughout the United States. In addition to American
blacks, the Greyhound scholarships will be
open to Mexican-American students. If you'd
like more information about this Greyhound
Scholarship Award program, write to me, Joe
Black, at The Greyhound Corporation, 10
So. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

feeRhck
Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

Whole Lb.

3 Lirr

3 limit

ANDERSON KING WINS $299.79
ON WMC RADIO'S FORTUNE FONE

/
2 oz eao
101

FRYERS
cut up per lb.

190

oz loaf

TOMATOE SOUP

330

2

Kraft

CONTRACT AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE COMPANY

250

( ampbell,-

Grade ''A'

Muntesi vegetablf

To Eliminate
Unexpected Repair Costs

Northern pinto or navy

BREAD

780

lb

12 liz can

DRINKS

WHY
WHO

Fred Montesi Sand*ich

49

Shasta

The Marie Baker Service Dr. Hotchkiss will speak to,
Club met recently at the home" an assembly in Second Congreof Mrs. Irene Sanders, with the gational Church, located across
president, Mrs. Nell Osborne, the street from the LeMoyne- ,
presiding over the business Owen campus.
session.
The group made plans for He is a trustee of LeMoyne-',
Christmas activities and made Owen and general secretary of
a deposit on the club's NAACP the American Missionary AsLife Membership, which was sociation's Higher Education
presented to Mrs. Fred Os- Division. The _,AMA, founder of
LaMoyne in 1870, is a unit of
borne.
Members present were Miss the United Church of Christ.
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Anna
president
Owen. Mrs. Sara Carr, Mrs. Dr. Hollis F. Price,
Linnie Johnson, Mrs. Carrie of the local college, said the
Mabry and Miss B. C. Lenoir, centennial will be observed
throughout the 19E9-70 sc ho o I
i reporter.
One guest, Mrs. Emma John- year. He said other events
will be anneuned later.
son, was present-

WHEN

After Factory
First Year Warranty

l 5oz cans

3

BEANS

Roast

32 oz jar

GRAPE JELLY

tlii

APPLES

Duncan Hines

Frcil

370

Virginia Red York

33*

CAKE MIX

5 lb, bag

limit

FLOUR

HEAVY

jumbo roll

Kleell \

Marie Baker
Club Meets

WHAT

Total
Air Conditioning and
Heating Service

36*

490

REYNOLD'S
WRAP
, 2511
49*
FRED NIONTESI

Humko Vegetable Shortening 3 lb can 9c
10

Snowdrift - 3 lb can 9 C
:iv

or iCrisco 3Ib can 19 C

With coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding
value of coupon merchandise ( fresh milk products
and tobacco also exclud•d in compliance with state
14i59
law). coupon •xpires noon Wednesday
ANTI' rem purchase not included in coupon re—
demption . ONE COUPOht PER FAMILY PER WEEK

r

4

fRED MONTESI Country Style
lb bog

SAUSAGE

89*

4 lb. pkg. or more lb

per ib- 25$

Slab BACON m ini.
sliced per.

55$

E

•
•

Anderson King, 289 N. Manassas, receives his FORTUNE FONE
check for $299.79 from WMC Radio's Bob Campbell. It pays
to listen to WMC Radio 79... where the winners are!

Short Rib of Beef
choice per lb. 49$
for boiling

HAMBURGER

c,
h

piece per lb.

WIPP

5540

WMCP70
radio
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New Power In Congress
The liberal congressmen in
Washington are beginning to arrive
at a point of effectiveness they've
seldom, if ever, enjoyed.
Evidence of the trend was noticed when Senator Edward Kennedy won the Democratic whip's
position.
Then Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania fought off Republican conservatives to take over the leadership role for his party. The whip
post went to another moderate, Sen.
Robert Griffin of Michigan.
But the most encouraging element of the new trend has been
the work and actions of Sen. Birch
Bayh and others in the fight
against President Nixon's Supreme
Court nominee, Judge Clement F.
Haynsworth.
Some thought they saw the
first signs in the battle against the
Pentagon and its ever increasing
budget requests, but the conflict
over the Vietnam war has. encouraged such feelings, it was had to
ae certain.
For years, moderate and liber-

als in Congress have cited the rightness of their positions, displayed
facts and figures, made their correct speeches and then settled for
whatever victories or compromises
they were granted.
Apparently the liberals and
moderates have come to understand
that if what they believe in is
worth making an issue of, it is
worth making a fight for and if
you are going to fight, there should
be no mincing of words or polite
sidestepping of embarrassing situations.
This is the way the Dixiecrats
and conservatives always have
fought their battles, even when
they and most of the nation agreed
they were obviously wrosig, according to the Supreme Court's interpretation of the nation's constitution.
The democracy, the law and
order and the moral fibre of the
nation depend in large measure on
how we live up.to the standards
and ideals we hate accepted.

Misuse Of James Farmer
It was our prediction when
James Farmer, former militant
civil rights leader, was appointed
to the post of Assistant Secretary
in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare that he would
be a great asset to both the department and the Nixon Administration if given a voice in policy
making, otherwise, he would be a
liability.
Well, we are sorry to say that
our prediction has come to pass.
It would have been better for the
Administration and the black
masses had events proved us wrong.
HEW, either by design or indecision, is not drawing upon Farmer's knowledge and talents to the
department's advantage. He has
nothing to do with either policy or
programming. On the other hand,
he is made to conform with outlines and directives with which he
disagrees but cannot reverse or
openly criticized.
It was never the Administration's intention to give Farmer the
kind of power that would enable
him to influence HEW's policies
especially in matters affecting civil
rights and related issues. They
wanted to make all the while a convenient window dressing of the
most vibrant, rational and convincing civil rights spokesman alive today.
What must be repugnant to
him is the departmental pressure
giving him no choice but to defend

policies that are clearly at variance
with both the intent and purpose of civil rights principles as in
the case of the Administrations
desegregated
of
postponement
school deadlines and with Farmer's
own basic sense of racial justice.
Farmer becomes a liability to
the Administration in so far as his
attempts at explaining away the
HEW's position on school Imbalance
fall on deaf ears. There is too much
cavity in the department's argument to allay the anguish of the
black masses. There is simply no
cogent explanation for a refreat
from social justice.
However, we do not agree with
the Spivak article in a recent issue
of The Wall Street Journal. He said
Farmer was reluctant to assert
himself and that his had sold himself short in the first place by accepting a mundane internal management post — Assistant Secretary for Administration — which
exercises little control over policy
or program --."
In other words, the ebullient,
sagacious, sensitive Farmer has
over-night been transformed into
a hat-in-hand "Yessah, B088" man.
It takes more than political exorcism to transmute a man with the
character and intellectual honesty
of James Farmer. Of all probability, he is trying to see if there is
anything good in the Nixon Administration that can be extracted for
the benefit of the poor and segregated blacks. Unless HEW under-

MY VIEW

The Atlanta Election

and urged Massell to withdraw from the
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Negroes made history in Atlanta Oc-t race because his brother Howard had
tober 7 and 21. On October 7, Atlanta solicitated campaign funds for his brothelected a vice mayor who is Negro — er Sam from night club owners escorted
Maynard Jackson. He thrashed decisive- by a police officer. The call for Sam
ly his white opponent Milton Farris. The Massell to withdraw from the race coming so close to the election boomeranged.
October 7 vote put in office
The Negro community already leaning
three Negroes to be memtoward Masse!! rallied to his support as
Board
Atlanta
bers of the
Asa
Doctor
did many white people too. They thought
of Education:
John
Massell was being persecuted. Massell
Yancey, President
said that this was done to him because
Middleton of Morris Brown
he was a Jew. Sam Massell received
College and Benjamin E.
62,632 votes and Rodney Cook 61,289. It
Mays. Also on October 7,
is estimated that Sam Massell received
Joel Stokes of the Citizens
electwas
about 18,000 whites votes, the rest were
Company
Trust
Alderthe
Negroes. Some believe that the race
on
ed to a place
two
than
less
would have been closer if Mayor Allen
Mayor Allen on Sunday,
as
aldermen
had not entered the picture asking Masput in office three black
Joel
sel to withdraw from the race. There
men. With Q. V. Williamson and
Stokes who were elected October 7, At- is a posibility that Rodney Cook might
lanta has five black aldermen. This is a have won.
400 percent increase. For years, we had
Some bitterness was engendered
only Q. V. Williamson.
among Negroes because they did not
Five of the eighteen aldermen are support Tate for Mayor as they did MayNegroes—not enough but a 400 percent nard Jackson for vice mayor. The black
increase. For a long time Rufus Clement • community was indeed split — voting in
was the one and only Negro on the At-I the October election for both Tate and
lanta Board of Education. Later he was Massell. Doctor Tate feels that certain
joined by H. E. Tate who did not run to Negro leaders are responsible for his desucceed himself on the Board because feat.
he was running for the position of mayAny way you look at it, Atlanta and
or. Although Doctor Tate drew over
spectacular thing. A black
22,000 votes in the mayoralty race, he Negroes did a
elected, first time in
was
mayor
did not get enough votes to get In the vice
five Negroes won
history,
s
runoff. Sam Massell of the Jewish faith Atlanta'
ic Board and
Alderman
the
decisively beat Rodney Cook in the race places on
on the Board
places
won
three Negroes
for mayor.
for a deep
bad
too
The runoff race for mayor engendered of Education — not
in the
will
fared
some bitterness, especially so when south city.' Negroes
will
they
only hope that
mantic Board. On October 21, the voters election. We can
.
positions
respective
days before the election, went on T.V. do well in their

Fearless Priest
federal judge
A Madison
the Rev. James
from
plea
a
denied
freed pending
be
he
that
E. Groppi
law under
state
the
a court test of
judge
The
which he was arrested.
told lawyers for the militant Milwaukee civil rights activist to seek
release through the state courts.
The court did not rule on the merits
of the law, which empowers the
state legislature to order jailed,
without a hearing, a person cited
for contempt of the Legislature.
The Wisconsin State Assembly
cited Father Groppi as a result of
an 11-hour sit-in in the Assembly.
The Roman Catholic priest had led
a group of 1,000 persons into
Assembly chambers to protest cuts
in welfare. The Assembly directed
the Dane County Sheriff to pick
up Father Groppi and place him in

jail for six months.
The law under which Father
Groppi was jailed, is an old law
which was enacted in 1 8 4 8
Lawyers for the defendant a r e
raising a vital question. That is
whether the law is constitutional.
There is no precedent on record
in the state documentary archives
to show that it had ever been
applied.
In view of the gravity of the
moral Issue involved together with
the dubious constitutionality of the
measure under which the contempts proceedings were instituted
against the crusading Catholic
priest, the Madison court should
grant Father Groppi's plea and set
him free pending a higher court
decision as to whether the Wiscon-

A Point of View

By LOUIS MARTIN
have
Black candidates for mayor in various cities
s
ambition
the
stirred
and
dominated the political news
inlittle
shown
have
e
heretofor
of many blacks who
political deterest in politics. There are some other
in the
which
South,
velopments, particularly in the
lives
the
upon
impact
long run may have an important
Negroes.
Of hundreds of thousands of
Without a great deal of fanfare
are
and publicity, a few black leaders
Nescattered
trying to incorporate the
up in
gro communities that have grown
lawyer
black
the rural South. An astute
y, has
in Birmingham, Orzell Billingsle
pioneered in this effort.
In one instance Billingsley and his
associates went house to house in a
Negro settlement near Birmingham and
persuaded the residents to sign petifor the incorporation of their come toin e
ht
t ewithetthhe right
city
wash
tyiintoa
munity
the
the city offictionsuls This
method
founding of Roosevelt city under the Alabama state
statutes.
These all black settlements have a long history'
but only recently have the leaders begun to recognize
that there are many benefits and services that can
be made available to the citizens by organizing into
a governmental anit. Taxes imposed by the state, including sales and income taxes, are allocated in some
measure to the ,:ities and incorporated political units.
The Federal government which takes the biggest
tax bite out of the income of the citizens also has aa
obligation to help the cities, large and small, and!
especially those in financial distress.
The Federal government has educational, housing, health and manpower training programs which
can only be obtained by applications from local goverenmental units. Many of the white officials of the
small towns and cities of the North and the South
have been slow to take advantage of the federal pro.
grams. Some do not know they exist.

polarization of racial attithe doctrine of hate. And it's the
MY DUNGEON SHOOK
in the nation today. Black
tudes
writers
black
that
high time
James Baldwin is one of the who have been vo icing the people and white people a r e
world's great writers. He is a black man's legitimate griev- making a tribal rush to togethblack American. He has written ances . . .sometimes or most erness reminiscent of the days
such books as "Another Coun- tim0s . . .in a vehement and when primitive folk fought over
try", "N obody Knows'My uncompromising fashion . . . hunting grounds and women.
Name", "Blues For Mr. Char- should be interpreted correctly. It's disgusting and tragic in
lie", and "The Fire Next They are saving in bruising this so-c a Ile d age of intelliEnglish prose what their black gence.
James Baldwin is a bitter rancestors used to say in songs, It's easy to cuss other folk.
black man. His books reflect such as the Spirituals, work That's what "other" folk on
this. He is also an honest black songs, rag-time, swing, blues, both sides want to hear. Apman. In one book he wrote, "I and jazz.
peals to reason and the saving
was born scared to death . . Increasing numbers of 'black plea of Christianity are disI've been running scared all people are now able to express missed as "old 'hat," "Uncle
my life . . .1'11 die scared . . . themselves In precise, under- Tom", and "dfinth".
but I run toward death".
standable American English. But let's face it, Mister and
As a black writer Mr. Bald- And they are telling it like it Mrs., and Miss . . ,what do you
win has been accused of hating Ii.
!have better to offer? Hemmed
white people. But in the fore- And what is "it"? Well, "it" , up as most of us are in cells
word of his biography written it what black men have long of hate, fear, suspicion. prop
by Marja Eckman, a white known. They know that white , dice, and trust in violence . . .
woman journalist for the New America has used them. They don't y o u think it would be
York Post, Baldwin says he know that they are still on the'great to listen to that old Negro
does not hate white people. . . outside . .looking in on what spiritual line which James
that he hates some Negroes . . . affluent America has to offer Baldwin recalled . . .the line
that he believes in love of his to its white, Anglo-Saxon Prot- which said, "The very time I
fellow man". He hates racial estant Americans . . .they know thought I was lost, my dungeon
hatred.
that despite America's state- shook and my chains fell off".
All this reference to Baldwin ment of noble principles, virpossible that
boils down to this Point of tually only a handful of Ameri- It might just be
. .there
Memphis.
in
here
actually
right
race,
whatever
View's idea that during this cans of
way in which we
period of growing polarization understand or really believe in might be a
one another
of black and white people, some said principles. That's the tea- can learn to love
Monday.
Black
on
even
in
increase
an
voices should be raised against,son there is such

Roosevelt City which is between Birmingham and
Bessemer now has a black fire department and police
system and elected black city officials, Billingsley
recognizes that they have only begun to scratch th&
surface in organizing black settlements into govern.!
mental units but the lessons learned from Roosevelt'
City will be important for future developments.
This example of what can be done by leaders who
are fully aware politically should encourage more of
us to take politics seriously. The black man in America has been told often enough that the dollar bill, representing economic force, and the ballot, representing
political force, are the two tools with which can help
us build the kind of society we want.
Our economic resources are far more limited than
our political resources. We have recently begun to
black capitalism and the ecotake on new interest ire,
nomic side of our struggle. Nevertheless, in neither
area, economic nor political, have we done enough
work by ourselves for ourselves.
Thus far all the hell-raising and loud talking
have not materially changed our way of life in the
ghetto. We still have the ghetto rats, the horrible
housing, the unemployment and the police brutality
that we had before the so-called black revolution began. Certainly more doors have been opened and we
can point to some singular achievements but the fact
remains that foe the masses of ottr citizens, life In.
The ghetto, especially in the North, has not greatly
changed.
Our young people are disillusioned and they have
become so angry that some would rather burn a building than to build one. Today these alienated youth
talk eloquently about overthrowing the system and
bringing the establishment to its knees. Still others
are attracted to socialist concepts and denounce our,
capitalistic democracy as something for the birds. ;
Even if their wishes came true, there is no guarantee that the relationship between white and black:
men in the society will change. Racism will penetrate;
and corrupt any system. Communism has not wiped ;
out anti-Semitism in Russia, Poland or any Iron-Cur-;
tam n country in Europe. In Castro's Cuba, despite all
the talk about racial equality, there are no black Cu..
bans running anything. Is a matter of fact that there!
were eleven blacks in the national Cuban legislature
under Batista and scores of blacks in policy-making
positions and in the Cuban armed forces command.
Today, there are two blacks in army command posts
*and one in the policy-making body of Castro's government.
Racism and rtrejudice are like cancer and so far
no one has come up with a cure. No political nor economic system, however equalitarian, is immune or
proof against this cancer. If America were to become
communist tomorrow, the white racism in the society
would not necessarily disappear. Indeed, we would
have white commissars in Washington and the privileged bureaucrats would be just as white as they are
now.
The only rational course before us is to take advantage of every opportunity to move forward and
use the tools that this democracy provides, especially
the ballot, to change the social order and make a better life for the masses of black citizens.
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TOYS TO VIETNAM — When Sergeant-First-Class Howard
Bullard, stationed in Vietnam, wrote his wife, Mrs Bobbie
Jones Bullard, telling her about the plight of Vietnamese
children and asking that she spearhead a project to send
toys to the children for Christmas. she immediately contacted members of her club, Les Uniques, who responded,
and they are seen here with some of the toys to be shipped

overseas. Seated on floor, from left, are Mesdames Delores
Scott, Bett) Rounds, JoAnne Osborne, Doris Tunstall, Ruby
Purdy and Earline Maple. Standing, same order, are Mesdames Carolyn McGhee, Barbara McKinney, Constance
Lee. Ann Humphrey. Doris Hunter, Delores Pryor, Betty
Johnson and Delores Smith. (McChriston Photo)

LANE COLLEGE VISITOR — Don Whitehead, second from
left, a representative and announcer for Radio Station
WL4C in Nashville was on the Lane College campus in
Jackson recently to gather Information for programs on
how the school is serving the community now and its plans

for the future. Seen here nith him are Gail Moxle. England Shaw, senior hostess: Melvin Bell, O'Neal Goodrich,
director of Development, and Leo M. Gray, Jr., director
of Alumni Affairs.

50 Students Attend YMCA's Charm Clinic
Some fifty teen-age girls t3ok eged neighborhoods to greater Glamour sessions were part of
advantage of the fine points of themselves.
the nationwide grooming classgrooming, charm, poise, and Three specially trained stewJob preparation at the Sarah ardesses, . Misses Teresa Wat- es in 40 cities: Each of the girls
Brown YWCA on October, 28-29. son, Lydia Gonzales from Dal- left the session with radiant
Co-sponsored by the YWCA las Texas, and Linda Bolden smiles and miniature flight
and American Airlines, the pro-:of Fort Worth, taught the girls bags cont aining
complete
gram called -Operation Grace basic principles of make-up, make-up kits and loads of
and Glamour" aimed at mo- hair styling, poise and posture.'grooming ideas that may serve
tivating girls from underprivil. The Memphis Grace and them for the years to come
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8pc. Bath Set
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•

770

14"

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON
• Cute snugly stretch tights of 100% nylon
• Assorted colors in sizes 6 to 18 lbs. and 1.6.
• compare at $1.47

WITH THIS COUPON

Decorative and handy kapok filled TV stack
pillows

1

(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)

South Central Bell

Soft, warm, and long wearin,
For that look of added luxury.

Assorted colors and fabrics
Compare 12.97

Compare at 19.97

WOOLCO DOMESTICS DEPT

WOOLCO HOSIERY DEPT

tv

WOOLCO BATH SHOP

PRICES GOOD WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY WH LE OUANTITIES LAST!
COUPON

Perfect for relaxing!
Vf

The call of love
is a Tecial thingfor yuu
A specialringfor you '
to theone you love
A lovin'phone call.

Children's
Stretch Tights I

SAVE $5.00

.7

WOOLCO COUPON

SAVE. 70 cents

SAVE $3

TV
Stack Pillows

5

Clip these coupons for even greater
savings off our every-day low prices
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Noticed in the midst of the Commerce. The girls had a
girls were coordinators of the chance to display their charm
Memphis sessions, Miss Bar- with the gentlemen at, the rebara Neal, Executive Director ception following the two hour
sessions.
of Sarah Brown YWCA, Mr.
Participants in the sessions
Don Haynes, American Airlines,
represented Mitchell. Carver,
and also Mr. Clifton Stockton_ B. T. Washington and Melrose
of the Memphis Chamber of High Schools.

Friday Nights
Midnight

COMFY BEDRESTS

SI 59

Perfect for relaxing ! Ptumpy durable
cotton filled bedrests. Choose from

Fish Net
Panty
Hose

117

refreshing solids and decorative orintil•

880
For firm back support ...
WITH THIS COUPON
• Check Our PantyHose for the look of today
• Marvelous assortment of colors
• Sizes 5,M.L. and Petite, average and tall.
Compare at $2.47

;LEISURE LOUNGERS
V Comfortable Ire!—Ters for everyone! Luxury/cotton
filled
pleasing
prints & crecoritive colorful corduroys. Side
arms and pocket, tote handle make this a grand addl.
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theworld of women
ERMA LEE LAWS

•

editor

Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
a

•

concepts of human dignity."
Hear tell many groups a r e
BY ERMA LEE LAWS
planning letter writing sessions
"FOR MY PEOPLE . . .For at their meetings expressing
the cramped bewildered years their support of the NAACP and
we went to school to learn to AFSCME. Of course the letters
ENGAGED — A Yule season wedding is being planned for
Helen
know the reasons why and the are being directed to the Board
Miss Ophelia Waldine Rainey, daughter of Mrs.
Walk
Mr.
late
the
and
answers to and the people who of Education and the Adminiat.
Rembert
North
Doris Little of 121
Andrew L.
and the places where and the titration at St. Joseph. Get on
ter P. Rainey, who will become the bride of
Memphis
days when, in memory of the the case and get your letter
Butler, Jr., of Nashville on Saturday, Dec. 27, in
is a
Rainey
Miss
bitter hours when we discover- in!!!
Church.
Baptist
Temple
at the Gospel
ad we were black and poor and Juanita Miller cut quite a /Lk
graduate of Fisk University and a student at the University
small and different and nobody ure in her pants suit at t h e
of Tenneesee School of Social Work in Nashville.
wondered and nobody un de r- March Monday. Sharp, the epiStood". Margaret Walker.
tome of hat te couture a n d
Our efforts to restrain ourself FREEDOM in her heart!!! Rein order to relate the social ception . . .Last week-end Velevents seem futile as we at- ma Lois Jones and yours truly
tempt to claim journalisic jar- journeyed to New York City for
gon after the glorious exper- a reception given by Alpha
ience of having marched with Kappa Alpha Sorority, inc., at
leukemia patients
more than ten thousand or the Waldorf-Astoria for SororA special air flow system de- vironment for
the danger of inMore of our sisters and broth- Angie E. Brooks, who hails
reducing
thus
vised for industry by the Bell
cause of
ars in the Work Stoppage Day. from Monrovia, Liberia and is
Telephone System has led fection which is the leukemia
Glorious songs of the poet,the President of the Twentyall
of
two-thirds
Texas
a
medical personnel at
Langston Hughes, who wrote so fourth Session of the General
hospital to believe they've un- deaths.
beautifully about our people,' Assembly to the United Nations
Alvin
Green.
cleanroom concept
Carl
M.
Fitch,
Sidney
Giles
and
Mrs.
Crump,
John
Clifton
JOHNSON WEDDING PARTY — Mr. and
covered a highly effective The latest
James Weldon Johnson, with, The fashionable reception and
Standing in front are Grover Lee Bennett, brother of the
flow," named for
Johnson are seen here in the Keel Avenue Baptist Church
"laminar
is
against
weapon in the battle
his immortal Negro NationaL program presided over by Dr
groom, ringbearer; and little Miss Christine Clark, sister
following their wedding on Sunday, Nov. 2, in a ceremony
the air system employed. Sanleukemia.
Anthem, "Lift Every Voice Larzette G. Hale, Supreme' Basubsidiary
of the bride, flower girl. Not shown is Miss Janice Jones,
performed by their pastor, the Rev. P. Moody. Seen from
Two special "cleanrooms" dia Corporation, a Company,
And Sing", the anthology of sileus of Alpha Kappa Alpha
an attendant of the bride. A reception was held immediately
Electric
left are Miss Portia Elaine Fisher, Miss Alice Fay Clark,
Western
of
installed at the University of
"The New Black Poetry" which Sorority was impressively dotfollowing the ceremony at the home of the groom's parents,
developed the lamiLeRoy Brown, best man; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Johnson, the
Texas M.D. Anderson Hospital originally
Includes the contemporary Le- ted with ambassadors a n d
St.
Piedmont
Mr. and Mrs. Vannie Bennett of 2157
for industrial use
bride and groom; Miss Mary Shelton, maid of honor; and
idea
nar-flow
Houston
and Tumor Institute at
roi Jones, and the "B lack statesmen.
New
Albuquerque,
Miss Juanita Clark. Attendants on back row, are from left,
its
are providing a protective en- at
Pow-Wow" of Jazz poems .by The various flags of the UnitMexico, facility and later reTed Joans are a 11 swirling
ed Nations provided the back- City.
leased its findings to hospital
the NAACP "Miss Social Belle"
around in our mind and heart
representatives.
ground for the _ ige upon The bride attended Melrose contest. The winner who will
as we think about the Solidar- which sat the
honoree
w
h
o
is
amount
of
is
a
highest
elementary
school
a
n
d
the
raise
Results of clinical trials
Ity . . . the Coalition . . .the the third
African and the sec- June graduate of St John Uni- money for the NAACP will be
showed that cleanrooms have
Oneness of our people in t h e
ond woman to serve as UN versity, and is the daughter of crowned December 5. Velma
helped to prolong the lives of
Movement.
President and the Directorate Mrs. Hiji Bailey of New York. Lois Jones, is Chairman of the
patients who would otherwise
We reflect on the many or- of the Sorority of which o u r The groom hails from Philly Freedom Fund Committee of
succumbed early to the
have
ganizations, civic, political and travel mate is a member. Vel- and is a graduate of Temple the NAACP and Dot Westbrook
disease or its accompanying inparticularly the social groups ma as you know, South Eastern University.
is Chairman of the Contestants
fectious complications.
who have fun when it is aP- Regional Director and did she
And the Co-Ettes a r e busily
grandCooper
gave
his
Mr.
The Houston hospital's cleanpropriate to have fun but are ever represent us so w e 11!
marriage And working for the United Negro
are cozy, each containrooms
showing the beauty of b 1 a c k When she was introduced and daughter in
for College Fund. Their ball,
ing a single bed and chair as
people in this time of crisis the name of our town called it Wedding Bells . . . rang and Pages in Black History" will
Goodloe
well as a scattering of enterand are publicly going on rec-, brought back old memories to,pretty Bebion
Parks, of be December 19.
tainment facilities. At the head
ord in support of the NAACP C. Benjamin Curley, who went Charles Weymouth
Dot Westof each bed is a wall of highly
demands on the Memphis up to introduce himself. He's Norfolk, Virginia at St. Paul Alma Booth and
of the
co-chairman
Baptist
are
Church
brook
with
the
Rex.
efficient filters capable of
Board of Education and the a former Memphian who hasn't
99.99
roughly
American Federation of State lived in the old town since 1906. S. H. Herring, pastor officia- Bridge and Whist Tournament
removing
to be held at Emmanuel EpisCounty Municipal Employees in Now
-- no error, nineteen hun- ting.
per cent of all particulate mattheir struggle at St. losepb,dred and six. Sent his regards The bride is the daughter of copal Church Friday Novemfter down to the size of twelve119r. and Mrs. Samuel Goodise ber 21, There'll be plenty o
Hospital.
millionths of an inch—which
d
to ElderBlairT Hunt
We are sure you know that George W. Lee, with whom he and the groom is the s on of (Imes!!!•
means that all bacteria can
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton R. Parks
the Kennedy Democrat Club, served in World War I.
be filtered out by the system
COST. the Welfare Rights Or- Then there were other folks of Norfolk.
and probably all viruses as
ganization. COME, the Interde- sending hellos to Lt. Lee, A..G Guests came from Maryland,
well. Not only do the filters renominational Ministers Alliance IGaston, the ,millionaire f r o m Virginia and Michigan for the
move virtually all contaminathe M obiliz er s, the Shelby B'ham who was slated to ap- wedding and reception which
.
tion from the air entering the
County Democratic Club andpear on the Today show the was held in the Alma C. Hanroom, but the directional air
R
\tAl ill
Et Cetera, Et Cetera, Et Cet-;next morning, and Judge and sen Student Union of LeMoyne-i1
flow away from the patient
era are all a part of the coali- i Mrs. Scovel Richardson w h o Owen College.
helps to insure that bacteria inIT
tion but had you really thought also sent love to their nephew,
troduced by visitors standing
0
'
l
I
(Mrs
•
•Mercedter
Chat
•
Chit
Quentin) Goodwin, of Chicago
about the social coteries who're Dr. John, E. Jordan.
at the end of the room do not
pushing the Movement? T h ei Then we espied and chatted was here recently to show her Mrs. Myrtle J. Fisher who is
reach the patient.
Cat
Show.
feline
in
a
Flamingoes bridge club voted I with Elizabeth Koontz, former
now home recuperating from
Dr. Gerald Bodey of the
money for the NAACP a n d . NEA President who's now head Omar Robinson, Director of an extended illness would like
hospital's department of depledged support, Delta Sigma of the Women's Bureau a ii d the Concert Choir of Langston to thank her many friends and
velopmental therapeutics says,
Theta Sorority issued a state-1 ivho k n e w H e r Excellency University has a fabulous pro- loved ones for their many pray"Our biggest problem at the
ment in support and Beta EP- Miss Angie E. Brooks from col- gram for the year which in- ers, visits, flowers, cards and
moment is hot having enough
silon Omega Chapter of Al- lege days at Shaw University, eludes Ramsey Lewis Trio the
all act of kindness.
of these laminar-flow cleanpha Kappa Alpha cancelled its then there was Butterfly M c. Messiah by Handel, Leon Bibb,
returning to the
rooms to go around."
fashion show and issued this Queen from the movie, "Gone Ruby Dee, and "So u n d s Of She will be
1969 COMING DOWN ISLE of the Keel AveNovember
16,
on
hospital
former
Laminar-flow eieanrooms may
bride
is
the
The
by
rice.
showered
members
With The Wind", C a thy Al- Blackness" a solo and choral
statement, "We the
have to undergo
Miss Sular M. Clark. daughter of Mr. and be a long way from a miracle
nue Baptist Church after they were marof Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter Idridge woman's editor of the concert of compositions which where she will
Mrs. Willie M. Clark. Mr. and Mrs. John- cure, but in man's battle for
ried their recently in a ceremony perof Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority'Amsterdam News, Thomasina were composed by black corn- more surgery, and again she
prayers.
for
asking
is
son
now lives in the Longview Heights life they are a gaint step forMoody,
Rev.
P.
minister,
the
the
formed
by
by
joining
wish to go on record
and George Norford, who're posers for Negro History Week.
ward.
community. (McChriston Photo)
are Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Johnson, being
the coalition which is support- aunt and uncle of our Nashville Our loss is definitely L a a g- Mrs- Fisher is a teacher in
the Memphis city school. She
ing the NAACP in the demands readers, Alice and Dr. Leonard ston's gain.
it has made to the Memphis Archer, among scads of other And Othella (Mrs. Joseph P.) is the mother Id i s s Portia
Shannon, spent a glorious week- Elaine Fisher, who joins her E
Board of Education and in sup- celebs and the like.
port of the AFSCWE in their While jetting there we discov- end with her son Chew Sawyer mother in thanking friends and Free
struggle at St. Joseph Hospital. ered more travel mates, Mr. Shannon exploring the N e w loved ones for showers of love
•
Collectively we support thel and Mrs. Charles Cooper w h o England countryside and tour demonstrated toward her dui,
goal of making Memphis a bet- were going up for the wedding Brown University in Prey'. ing these trying days. Little
ter place for all of us. We feel of their granddaughter, G a r- deuce, Rhode Island where he's Portia Fisher is a sophomore Proclaiming November 16-22, there are more than, 1,600.000
the goals of the NAACP a a d netta Marie Bailey to Daniel l a frosh. The occasion was par- at South Side High School. Both Diabetes Week in Memphis andl persons in the U.S. with "hidare members of St. Paul Bap- Shelby County, Dr. George S. den" diabetes.
AFSCME are reasonable, just,IChain at the Holy Family ents' week-end.
Catholic Church in New York There is still time to support tist Church.
end are in keeping with the'
Lovejoy, Director of the Mem- Purpose of the free testing
phis-Shelby County Health De- services is to seek out the esti- Mrs. William (Marguerite) Dropping in to see Gloria
partment, announced this week mated 5,000 diabetics in Mem- McChriston, 1705 So. Parkway Dean were Mrs. Albertine Merthat free diabetes d etection phis and Shelby County. T h e East entertained friends and riweather, Mrs. Eliza be t h
services will be offered here tests will be given in the Health relatives at an Open House Sat- Plaxico, Mrs. Nora Jackson
to all citizens.
Department Auditorium, 80 2 urday October 18. honoring her and Mrs. Thelma Hooks.
"Approximately 5,000 people Jefferson Ave., Monday, No- sister, Mrs. Donald Mattade
Cocktails and delectable cold
in Memphis and Shelby County vember 17 through Friday, No- the former Gloria Dean Lewis
have diabetes and do not know vember 21, 9:00 a. m. to 7:00 of San Francisco, California. plates were served buffet style
on the dining table overlaid
it," Dr. Lovejoy said. "Indica- p. m.
Mrs. Mattade, insurance un- with a
beautiful white linen
tion by a quick, simple t,e s t
derwriter and actuary with
that diabetes may be present, In issuing the Proclanration,11 Kemper Insurance Company, cloth centered with an arrangeusually can enable such people Dr. Lovejoy emphasized that attended a Seminar in Chciago, ment of fall flowers complito continue to lead active, pro-', full cooperation by all citizens Illinois where the home office menting the green walls in the
was essential to the success of
McChriston home.
ductive lives."
is located on her return to
According to t h e American the campaign. He further urged California by the way of Mem- Sunday afternoon Mrs. MatDiabetes Association, eight out,1 "all my fellow citizens to have phis she spent the weekend In tade attended the Whalum orof every 1,000 persons have dia- I themselves and their families the beautiful and spacious home gan recital as guest of M r s.
betes without knowing it. In all, itested for diabetes."
of her sister Mrs. McChriston. Dorsey West where she w a s
Guests at the Open House greeted by scores of friends
were Mr. James Porter a n d and former neighbors. Among
mother from Mason, Tennes- them were Dr. Wendell Whalurn the organist, Harold Whalsee, cousins.
um, Mrs, H. D. Whalum, Mrs.
Others attending chatting and Amanda Brown, Mrs. James
playing Whist were, Mrs. Lil- Knight and others too
numerlian Anderson and daughter, ous to name.
Mitchellease, Mrs Minnie RobMr. and Mrs. Willie Adolph ness law.
inson, Mr. and Mrs. Leopold
Mrs. Mattade had dinner on
Duncan announced the en- , Mr. Conley is a graduate of' Iles, Mrs, Mamie Miller, t h e the following Monday with her
gagement of their daughter. Booker T. Washington High Rev. Kenneth Whalum, M r s. sister and brother-in-law M r.
Miss Shirley Ann Duncan, to School where he was quarter- Sara R. Dixon. and cousin, Mrs. and Mrs. Ned Reed of 1190
James Berry Conley, Jr.. son back of the football team and a Eugenia Payton from Hot Latham. 'attending were Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Berry member of the Esquires.
Springs, Arkansas and Mr. and Marguerite McChriston. M r s.
Conley, Sr., of Memphis.
He
received
an athletic Mrs. Harold Osborne, Mr and Laverne Anderson, Mr. Alton
71•Nsixti.Miss Duncan is a graduate scholorship to Lane College at Mrs. William C. Mardis. Mrs. Cox and Miss Mae Westbrooks.
CASINO is the Jeans, on her fist visit Ismael Cie* Jeans, Mrs. Lillian Ham - and Mrs. W. I. Jones, Mrs. of the Alcy Seventh Day Ad- Jackson, Tenn Mr. Conley is Margaret Ann Brown, Miss
Brown, Kra. Lauda ' Verdell Northcross, Mrs. Mar ventis Church School where now employed with the City Mae Westbrook, fellow em- Mrs. Mattade went on a shopgame being played here at since moving to California. mend, mu
M c Christen,
bottom
from
are
Sherman Robin- girdle
Marzette.
Miss she was salutatorian of her of Memphis Health Depart- ployee of Kemper and also a ping spree with her sister Mrs.
Clockwise
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
home
the
r
Simpson,
Vernisteen
Evans,
Mrs.
LK
Simons
Dorothy
son,
Barbara
and
Mrs.
Miss
class.
former Memphian and her biro- Reed and co-worker Miss Westment.
She-ma. W Robinson at a Miss
brook, on Tuesday and arrived
party given hi honor of their Non Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. the honoree: Mr. and Mrs. Catherine Nubia.. (McChriston She plans to attend Memphis , The couple will be wed In ather, Joe Lee Westbrook; Mr.
just in time to board the plane
Photo)
Mrs.
Bell
Williams,
Mr.
Simpson.
Sr.,
James
1.
State
University
West
a
n
d
Charles
where
Dorsey
she
planned
for
Mrs.
eimp,
Sunday,'
and
ceremony
Barbara
daughter, Mrs.
Ezekiel Bell
where she will major in husi- , Nov. 23.
for San Francisc9 at D:20 p m.
ILeon Davis.
how the; former Miss Barbara and t h. Rev.
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Mrs. Barbara Simpson Is Feted
On Visit From The West Coast

Overseas Wives Hear Postman

Student Is Given
$800 Scholarship

(GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!

The Overseas Wives Club men overseas.
met Thursday, November 6, The club meets the first and
Mrs. Barbara J. Simpson of and Mrs. James A. Simpson, Mrs. Vernisteen Simon crept at 7:30 p.m. in the Red Cross third Thursdays of each month,
San Mateo, California was bon-, Sr. 1920 Kendale, and at a Hal- through the room clad i n a Building at 1400 Central Aveand all wives whose husbands
ored with a dinner October 29, loween-Harvest event October witch's outfit which ended the nue.
at her husband's grandmother, 31, at the home of her parents singing with laughter.
Joseph Stewart of the Main ,are overseas in the service are
Mrs. Annie Hughes of 1677 Mr. and Mrs. Sherman W. In the Watch's Casino game Post Office was the guest welcome. For more intormaTrezevant, and another dinner Robinson, 1524 So. Montgomery. guests sat on the floor in a speaker, and gave suggestions I lion, please contact the R e d
November 1, 1969 with her This was Mrs. Simpson's first ring, centered with a large on mailnig packages to service- Cross.
mother and father-in-law Mr.i visit home since her wedding pumpkin surrounded by prizes.
August 31, 1968, and guests Those who threw seven, eleven
at the Halloween-Harvest affair or two ones won prizes.
were those who gave pre-nupti- Winning were the Rev. Ezeal parties for her last year. kiel Bell, Miss Catherine Nubia,
Theme of Halloween was Mrs. Marguerite McChriston,
carried out with decorations Mrs. Rutha Jones, Mr. James,
on the dining table which was A. Simpson, Sr. Mrs. Lozella
centered with a spooky Haunt- Marzette, Mrs. Barbara Simped House with trees behind it son, Mrs. Eltie M. Bell and
The American Fund for Den- flanked with a wood pile, corn Mrs. Barbara Williams.
0
1925 UNION AVE.
tal Education has awarded an field and pumpkin patch. A Popcorn balls and Candied
275.1148
6800 scholarship to a LeMoyne- witch was hanging from the Apples were served by the
Owen College senior, Miss Bar- tree watching the h aunted host, Mr. Robinson, after a fill3250 SUMMER
3244444 )
bara Ann Cohn of 380 Rich- house.
ing repast of Witches' Stew
mond.
Halloween songs in the tune (Shrimp Creole and Rice),
The scholarship will help fi- of Christmas songs were led Chefs Salad and
Witches'
nance her pre-dental education by Mrs. Verdell Northcross Brew.
STONE SOUL FAIR will be held this Frientitled, "Great Pumpkin is Those attending were Mr.
Don Jones and Myra Gordon. There is no at the college.
day, Nov. 7, from 5:30 to 11:36 p.m. at
Coming to Town," "Deck the and Mrs. Charles Williams,
charge for admission, and carnival games
schelarship
the
of
Winner
the Soul Center at Michigan and South Parkwill be played. An inexpensive soul food last year was Miss Sandra J. Patch," "I'm Dreaming of a Mrs. Vernisteen Simon, Mrs.
way West, and these young people are
dinner will be served, and there will be Berry, a 1969 graduate of the Great Pumpkin, "The Days Verdell Northcross, Mrs. Lil"Pumpkin lian M. Anderson, Rev, a n d
Halloween,"
bolding some of the sterling silver and
a pie and cake sale. Proceeds from the college. She is now enrolled at of
Outstanding opportunity for married
glassware which will be given away as
Stone Soul Fair will benefit Monumental the Meharry School of Dentis- Bells," "I Heard the Bells on Mrs. Ezekiel Bell, Mrs. Lillian
raffle prizes. The high school volunteers,
Hammond, Mr. Curtis Jeans,
couple -minimum capital required.
Baptist Church Day Care Center.
try on an American Fupd fel- ilalloween."
from left, are Dwain Kyles, Lena Dilmas,
'While guests were singing, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Simplowship.
son, Sr. Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Jones. Mrs. Lozella Marzette,
Mr. Bill Brown, Miss Catherine
HUCKLEBERRY FINN FISH SYSTEM
Bill Brown, Miss Catherine
1395 MADISON AVENUE 38104
Nubia, Miss Dorothy Evans,
Mrs. Marguerite McChriston
and the honoree Mrs. Barbara
Bill Cosby fired the man-1 took place in 1759, two years
Simpson.
agers of his segregated apart- 1 earlier, to a p retty London
shoemaker's
daughter called
merit buildings, according to his
attorney quoted in the Novem- Hannah Lightfoot."
ber issue of SEPIA now on That means that merry olde
newsstands. The one-page wrap- Queen Victoria right on down
tip of reactions to its shocking to present-day Queen Elizabeth
August article starts off by res II maybe were not the rightful
ferring to the cliche about the sitters on the throne. Somewhere
pen being mightier than the In black South Africa today,
the rightful heir to that British
Baked In Memphis by Hemphions
I/4
sword.
rushed rushed doily to your big
"Although not particularly throne may be living and unHogu• 3. Knott supermarket for
aware
of
his
royal
ancestry.
handy with a sword, SEPIA's
maximum freshness.
mighty pen fell gently upon
Bill Cosby in the August issue
for owning apartment buildings
in Brooklyn which managers
refused to rent to soul brothers
and sisters."
Headlines flashed across
newspapers from one end of
this country to the other about The Norris Avenue Baptist
the disclosure. Cosby's Los Church at 1437 Norris rd. preAngeles attorney spoke to the sented its annual Tea and
author of the SEPIA story im- Faslaionette last Sunday in the
mediately after the August auditorium of the Norris Eleissue hit newsstands. "Within mentary School, and the latest
15 minutes • . . Cosby retained styles were modeled by young
a New York attorney to investi- children, teenageis and adults.
gate the management policies. Serving as narrator for the
He has an absolute open policy. show from 4 to 6 p.m. w a
As a matter of fact, he would Mrs. Charles Mae Reid.
prefer black tenants .
. " The affair was sponsored by
the Matrons of the church.
SEPIA's st or y
"Cobsy's attorney, who himself Mrs. Ida Nelson was the chairhad once written a police bru- man.
tality story for SEPIA, wrapped up his remarks by saying,
'I have great respect for your
having called Mr. Cosby and
We Reserve The Right
I'm grateful for it .
Te_Lirpit Quantities
The possibility of a BLACK
FRESH Center Cut
KING OF ENGLAND is gone
U.S.D.A. Choice
over the same issue of SEPIA.
Center.CUT CHUCK
George III, in merry olde
England, married a black woman and sired a son whose
descendants — if any — could
lay claim to the royal throne
of England.
"History books tell us that
Hi
King George III officially married the German
Princess
Charlotte in 1761," the SEPIA
article says. "But . . . the sePRESTONE
cret marriage of George III
—
-

01: isHER

Fast Food
French's* Avellablo

No Food Experience Necessary

Sepia
• Reports Cosby
Fired Housing Managers

REVUE
GOODWILL
1NHA
Nov. 29 — 8 pm - Coliseum

Morris Matrons
Show Fashions

Jr. Walker
& All Stars

Pigmeat
Markham

Little Milton
& Band

Rufus Thomas

Gene
Bo-Legs Miller

17 Piece
Revue Band

Tickets

Nancy Wilson
$350

278-6415

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis.

$20,

All Proceeds
To Goodwill Fund Charities
BUSSES - BOYS CLUBS GOODWILL HOMES - SCHOLARSHIPS

Have it your way.

Pork Chops
89c

ROAST
650 lb

PEAS&CARROTS
(20°Z.
250

MAHALIA'S

61°)Y bag)

ANTI-FREEZE
gal. $1.47

COUPONS
HAMBURGER

Stillwell

STRAWBERRIES

JACKSON

MAHALIA

Sliced 10oz.

25*

Mid-West •

I CHICKEN SPECIAL I

306 Off on '1"
I
Dinner
I

Rnynnd
1/? gallon

8140

I

• 641 Se. PorIrsny I. • 2.105 S• Worn I
•
• 192 I Melowoore • 543 So Sod • 14111
VOM• An
OS

18

m000d Fri., Nov.14S4t. Nov.15and.

I Sun. Nov. 16

',

POT-PIES 80.,
4-$1.00

IsiAHAILIA JACKSON

SHRIMP SPECIAL

•

30* Off on '1"
Dinner

MANALIA JACKSON

DONUT SHOP
Doz.
Regular Price
2nd Doz.
2 Price
1
/
1

I

I
I

I

I
I

MAHALIA'S CLEANER
9°° Off

I ..

$$.00 Closstioi Porthsso
/S• An Illohollo Clown

I

go

cti

18.,. 59t.
Du bon

- halves or slices

GREEN PEAS
2Poz
2.50
poly bog

I

I

I

I

I

•
I
I

360 Vso•e•
I
111891,1 P•rte•
1129 hollevw•
I
2453 Both •vo.
No. 7th
1143
I
I
•
41,11 illoaluslo61 Blvd
pod Fri., Nov.14 Sat.Nov.1Saniel
WITH COUP/3N I
Nov. 16
11111--NB SOIS an all

I

--mooth or crunchy

I

r
263 I. SAtleatee
I
1411 Vow* Av.. et 4th
od Fri., Nov.14Sat. Nov.15andi
. Nov.16 WITH COUPON
LIMIT 1 TO CUSTOMER
Wimp Mae eaM liMI IBM MR In

fcn

Pon

PEANUT BUTTER
HOGUE & KNOTT

PEACHES

963 tattleuttore
341I Vomits Ay*. at ith
Good Fri., Nov.14SaLNov.1 kind!
pun. Nov.16 WITH COUPON—I
▪ 'LIMIT 1 TO CUSTOMER Ai
MO nil 0111
MS

I

X25

PCVer

Sacramento

▪

I

WRAP
59lc

WITH COUPON --11

LIMIT 1 TO CUSTOMER
NM MO MB tall MINN MI IMO

•

H. ., Coy

Budweiser
is the best way to go,
any way you go.
(But you know that.)
KING Of OEMs • ANNEUSEI.BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ARGUES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • iacasonvntt

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS
•

4321 SUMMER
913 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM.to 7 P M

4

APZIPTIFe8.11P1104101InfirlevreerelaNIWV4T-'-f
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Sports Horizon

semester, to move the guard-1
forward to the pivot post,

Spoils Homecoming

Hoskins will be flanked by
bumper crop of freshmen and
4
8_ 1 1
first senior Jackie Robinson, (6-3),
His
hawks,
transfer
ball
Lelaya
.e-Owen College will
LeRoy LeFlore,
junior
and
trycome
headache
from
will
opee Its basketball season in
(6-2) at the forwards. Pint-siz- By EARL S. CLANTON III fly a pass that Davis hauled in
two weeks and already s u p- ing to fill the shoes of gradued Jerry Dover, (5-7) and 6-2
Willie
Meggett
ated
and
Bill
at the 45 and out-legged the
porters are looking forward to
junior Herbert Carter. are like- ATLANTA — The largest entire field for the touchdown,
thrilled
Bruce
Meggett
Taylor.
a banner year. Perhaps head
Morris
see
a
(11,000)
to
crowd
'ly starters as guards. Dover
breaking the 79 yard mark set
coach Jerry Johnson let the Hall rooters with h is ball
proved himself to be an ado.. Brown football game in almdst
Leas
the
wizardry
handling
in 1966 on an Eldridge Dickey
cat out of the bag when he talkstunned
decades
as
sat
two
quate playmaker last seasne
John
Robinson
to
ed freely and optimistically Moyne floor leader. Taylor, a
aerial,
while Carter can bomb you out Tennessee State spoiled the
rebounder,
was
a
6-8
strong
in
against Muskingum
about the purple waves recentthel
homecoming
Wolverines'
with
high draft choice of the Phila- from long range when he zeGrantland Rice Bowl.
ly.
roes in on the hoop. Hubert Mc- a 48-17 shellacking here last
National
76'ers
of
the
delphia
"Wen have a good defenCaptain Reese and Jake!
Association.
The Neil, a 6-2 sophomore fr o m Saturday afternoon.
sive team," bellowed the easy- Basketball
Henderson Junior Colleg e, Coach John A. Merritt's Big Mayes scored twice for Merritt.1
Byhalia,
Miss.
product
was
cut
going L-0 mentor, -and there
(Tex.) could win a guard berth Blue picked up its fifth win Place kicker Alfred Reese,
will be more of a team effort from the 76'ers and assigned to
freshman
brother
as the season progresses. Mc- (5-1-1) of the season by turn- Wayne's
the reserve team.
this season."
ing five of six Wolverine inter- who had 16 in a row, missed
Neil
of
is
a
graduate
Carver
"The players are not large Filling the shoes of those
High. Another junior guard, ceptions into touchdowns. Mer- his chance to tie the school's
in size, but they are capable pair of departing stars is
Donald Womack of New York, ritt's maulers established a new consecutive extra point kicks,
performers. We have better enough to give any coach mi- will
add depth. Womack pin- school pass-play record as they but he started a new string by
graines. However, Johnson, has
personnel this year.ball in Sheridan, Wyo. bounced back into the winner's booting the extra point on the
ed
JC
The Magicians a r e-w el 1 shown he is capable of turning
Big Blue's final TD.
circle.
out
consistently,
representative
The Magicians will have to Safety Don Pinson set up
known for ,their high scoring
Brooks. like Jefferson Street
wait until the second semester State's opening TD on the first
macbines. The only trouble be- quintets.
Joe. hit two aerials and engimuch
before
they
can
use
the
ing that L-O's opponents usual- TOUGALOO INITIAL FOE
of his three aerial steals. Pin- neered the second-half rout
ly score astronomically with LeMoyne has never been needed height of 6-7 junior cen- son took the interception on drawing praise for offensive
the fastbreaking Memphians.
over-endowed with height and ter Hosea McCray of Clarks- Morris Brown's 40 and raced coach, Alvin Coleman, "I think
In several games last season the ensuing season is no excep- dale, Miss. and 6-5 forward 19 yards to the 21. Three plays he called an exceptional game
the Magicians bettered the cen- tion. When the Magicians take Stanley Strador of Indiana- later, Cliff Brooks hit Wayne after we pointed out the flaws
tury mark but still came out on the floor here against Tougaloo polis, Ind. who t ra nsfe r- Reese with a pay dirt strike. of our ?tack during halftime."
the short end of the score, Ac- December 1, the purple wave red from Lane College in Jack- With 7:30 left in the first peri- Larry Henderson's 48-yard
cording to coach Johnson, Le- back line will probably average son, Tenn. McCray transfer- od Albert Reese kicked the ex- field goal and Mike Bank's
Moyne fans can expect an im- about 6-3. Ed Hoskins, at 6-5, red from Arkansas AM&N Col- tra point leading the way for nine-yard scoring catch kept
proved defense and overall is the tallest player among lege in Pine Bluff.
the Tennesseans 21-1 first half* Morris Brown in contention
utilizajibn of personnel are two probable starters. The ex-Mel- Ineligible for first half com- margin.
during the opening half paced
vital ingredients for a success- rose flash is a good ball hand- petition, veteran John Blair, a
Before the intermission gun by Pinson, Shawny Wynn and
ful season
ler for his size, however, coach 6-5 center from Montgomery. sounded. -Jefferson
Street" Roger Sims' key steals and a
Coach Johnson will not be Johnson might find it expedi- can bolster the Magicians' re- Joe Gilliam and David Davis. massive pass rush, Merritt
v.ithertit his problems despite a ent, at least until the second bounding strength after the ; combined to ink their names, maulers
smothered
every
, in the school's record book with Wolvering drive.
the longest pass and run (85 Off next week, Merritt's
!yards) in history. From the 15, Manglers will have 14 days to
•
cutie quarterback Gilliam let prepare for their Cotton Bowl
debut in JFK Memorial Classic against Bishop College.
semester break.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
LeMoyne-Owen will be makTSU 14-74-27
ing its debut in the Volunteer
NBC 2-9-0-6
State Conference against the
circuit's Western Division entrants C B C, UT., Martin
Union, Bethel and Belmont
AFRO
"INGICIAN CAGERS

or Wolverines,

CLOSE-OUT
SALE
okoe

TOM HUTTON says:
ALL 1969 DODGES
MUST GO DURING
OUR BIG YEAR-END
CLEAP
SALE!

Freshman Moses Jones of
Tuskegee, Ala., Robert Brown
of Barret's Chapel, Charles
Edge, Benjamin Moore and
Kenneth Petty all of Detroit,
are expected to see plenty of
action when the Mad Lads
tackle VSAC, Gulf Coast, independents and SIAC opposition.

READY FOR HOMECOMING — When the
Marching 100 of Tennessee State University
takes the field, "a real showdown is going
on." Putting sparkle in the performance in
Dallas, Texas, on next Sunday, Nov. 15,
the Big Blue plays Bishop College, and on

Homecoming on Thanksgiving in Nashyge
Tennessee meets Parsons College, willZe
Director of Bands Frank T. Greer, ablance Russell, head of the dancing matrettes, Winston-Salem, N.C., AND Marcus
land new assistant director of bands.

South Central Bell

er
Z.)
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GIFT,DRESS,BEAUTY
SHOPS-importer/wholesaler of
AFRICAN PRINT cottons for
Dashikis, dresses; Earrings,Bead
neclaces, Rings, Bangles, I ncense,
Cards, Caftans, boxes, rugs-African, Mideast, India Catalog
tree to stores etc

Cc
in
qt

***
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DONALD P BROWN 109 West
82 St., NYC 10024 (212)SC
4-9430 (or merzsages--TR
4-5459)

In

The Magicians get their first
real test when they take on the
Alumni Nov. 28 In Bruce Hall.

Torn Hutton

SAVE
AS
MUCH
AS

•

3
$100

ALL CARS HAVE

WIDE SELECTION

5-YEAR 50,000 MILE
WARRANTY

Monacos—Poloras

Thefamily'sgrown up now.
They're living near andfar.
Dial yourown long distance.i...
find out how your c-hildren are.

MO BEST PLACES TI GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

Coronets — Chargers
Dial a lovint phone call when the rates are Iow...every night
and all weekend long.

74 New Dodges and Low Mileage
Executive Cars in Stock.
only at

416
/AI

_
CHRYSLER

CHUCK HUTTON CO
1170 UNION "50 Years

With Dodge

HASI8SSY5iff0

MtM111
Leasing aH wakes
et sfew ears.

2754143

(Downstairs)
Cense In and see the all new ...

CSS

HOT SPRING , ARKANSAS
2 Blocks-Dow ntott n

14 No. Main at Court 527.3619

downtown• union ave.
southland aU

fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 32/
1
2

"PUSSYCAT"
WIG

"TIGER"
Wli
NIPS S•

only

off-center
slimming stripe

curly'

s 14"

45.00

9995

specially sized
16% to 2612

perfectly lovely . . .
the stripe, inset with
bows, subtly compliments this basic sheath
. . . of polyester double knit
craps, hand washable and wrist,
kle resistant ... choose block with
mortar or lilac with white

National Baptist Hotel-Bath House

NO NOLLING-NO'SETTING- FITS ALL SIZES

Own I Oploretod By

National Ralitist
Pleasore resort.
I hot I I del is I he epitome of luxurious eintilswt a,pul elegant living with "EveryIlimisns and luxury suites wills demo to earth rates.
thing under ou.•
Air-vonslitisming, Colswed Television. Radio, 'lit hour Teliplume Serviee. I lining
the nInlatiiine of the
Room Beauty Shop and Free Parking. Rath
Write or Coll
and
mse-rvidi.isis
information
For
Covernments.
States
United
National Italiti.t Hotel-Kalb lionise 501 %lateen, 1vemn•
Ilot Springs. Natsmal Pork. Nrkasisas 71901
N. w 1.''w
Kates

Is-rd-is
dkijrtry

I,.

These Wigs or• the Wash and Wear by

MAIL ORDERS: add 75e
postage plus 4½% tax for
• Tennessee delivery.

M311;igyr

HURRY! HURRY!
oniy ,H107RY!
Special Clearance Sale
STOUT SHOPPE

Italian Cut Wig
Curly Stretch (all over) Wig
BANK ANERICARD

Ih

illtemisseoweee

f1

Mu-Clair'

also see err wide Witches of 100% HUMAN HAIR GOODS

DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIM
• 527-6436
UNION AVI
•
1912 UNION
• 274-2065
WPII/INAVIN • SOUTNLAND MAR • 3011-0044
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LAY-A-WAY

S1095
MASTER CMARGI

Expert Styling $3.50
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FREE 11

6.95C SAdAITS0biNITE

You Get This Table Free After You Have Purchased
With
A Total Of4 Folding Chairs at $4.99 each.
$15.00 In Register Tapes. Get Full Details At Lucky
Foods.

We Give
Quality Stamps.

PHI BETA SIGMA WORKSHOP — Delta Nu Chapter of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., of Memphis State University, and Beta Zeta chapter of LeMoyne-Owen College,
hosted a Brotherhood Workshop Oct. 31-Nov. 1 at Memphis
State University, and the hosts were visited by brothers
from across the country. Seated from left are William E.

Taylor Speaks
State Representative James
I. Taylor was the guest speaker last Tuesday night for the
Zonta Club which met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Smith of 1312 Florida st.
Mr. Taylor discussed "The
Condition of the Black People
in Memphis," and answered
questions posed by some of the
more than 40 persons present.
Questions were answered on
such subjects as aid t3 poor
people, housing, police brutality, and other problems of low
income citizens.

Save the
Favorite
Gift Stamp
OUALITY
STAMPS

Doar, Jr., national executive secretary; Charles Wright,
national assistant director of Undergraduate Affairs; Clarence Cleaves, associate regional director; Ulysses McPherson, regional director; Allen Stewart. Alpha Beta
chapter advisor; and Robert Drakeford, national second
vice president. (Withers Photo)

_•,
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...Ali

A*01%
ED EXTRA MONE
We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.

Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance Ave. 5262

A Negro
puttheWhiteHouse
where it istoday

5

Old Taylor Presents:IngeniousAmericans
Benjamin Banneker(1731-1806)

!ESCAPE ROM TM HIGH COST OP MIMI
See TM

George Washington was facing a problem he really hadn't
expected. It was difficult enough
heading up a brand-new nation.
And now one of his favorite projects
appeared to be ruined.
Running the country out of
Philadelphia,Washington dreamed
of a magnificent new capital for his
fledgling nation. To design the new
city, he had appointed a committee
headed by Major L'Enfant,a trusted
war aide.
L'Enfant was brilliant—but
temperamental. After months of intermittent working and wrangling,
the stormy major unceremoniously
packed up his plans and quit.Which
seemed to stop planning indefinitely.
But Washington's problem
was solved in a hurry when hefound
that one committee member, Benjamin Banneker, had closely followed L'Enfant's plans and was
able to lay out Washington City
very nearly the way L'Enfant had
originally intended.
As the only man able to salvage
the committee's many expensive
months of planning, Banneker
proved himself the most valuable of
the entire group. Working closely
with a new chairman, Banneker
played a key role in locating sites for

the Treasury,the Capitol,the White
House and other public buildings.
What made Banneker's feat
more amazing was the fact he had
much less formal schooling than his
white counterparts. And in an era
when most American blacks were
slaves, Banneker continually demonstrated that,as free men.Negroes
as well as whites could make significant contributions to the new
nation.
Grandson of a slave, and
largely self-educated, Benjamin
Banneker showed early signs of
genius. At 22 —after long hours of
farming—hefound time to construct

1970 OLDSMOSILE

the first American-made clock—out
of wood. Later he wrote almanacs,
work that required precise astronomical ability, as well as broad
knowledge of the era.
Famous as he became for his
scientific accomplishments, Banneker might best be remembered as
one of the earliest Negroes to take
pen in hand in the cause of racial
equality. His bold letter to Thomas
Jefferson, then Secretary of State,
was one of the day's best arguments
for the abolition ofslavery.Jefferson
himself agreed to as much in his return correspondence to Banneker.
Banneker spent his twilight
yearsentertaining countless visitors
drawn to his farm by his fame as
scientist and sage.He was knowsvas
one of the key men who made Washington, D.C., what it is. And as one
of the most Ingenious Americans of
his era.

Old Taylor

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

evilest Supremo Holiday Coupe

IDQVItiON

THE ESCAPE MACHINE
watf-us...
ou
WE'LL WORK
WITH YOU •••
d11.1.•

PRY R
OLDSMONILE CO.
232S SUMMER•324-7341

411111•1,

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.66 PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.. FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.

C1969 THE OLD TAYLOR Willer/ MX
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It's just plain common sense.
The more jobs there are, the more chance you have of finding one...
The more jobs there are, the more chance you have of finding a
better one.
The record shows that wherever Liquor by the Ounce has become law,
it creates more jobs. More jobs and better ones. That's what it did in
Atlanta and Nashville. And that's what your vote will enable it to do
here in Memphis.
What kind of jobs?... All kinds. Jobs in a booming construction
industry. In retail and wholesale industries. In any kind of business,
in fact, that will benefit from the increased tourist and convention
activity made possible by Liquor by the Ounce...Atlanta officials
estimate their expanded convention industry is directly responsible for
18,000 new jobs per year in that fast-moving city.
If you work — or have someone in your family who does — you owe it
to yourself to vote yes on November 25th.
Vote FOR Liquor by the Ounce and better job opportunities for
the people of Memphis.
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prOdUCD01111, chapel services, tory-classroom;

three-r• SI
Physics complex; )tadioisotopeit
laboratories; and the in-plan-t
fling Computer Center
Lndividualizeed labs for research are provided.
On the Science wing's second
floor are general and advanced
chemistry laboratories; batance room; smaller faculty-stuBy ED TODD
for the building's multi-split Near the Lecture Hall as the dent research labs; and a demThe Board of Trustees of level design. Campus architect angle in the "U" shaped Cen- onstration room. Specialized
Jarvis Chri St Ian
College, and the Centers' designer is ter are the six levels. Consti- labs include those for organic
through its president. Dr. J.0. William Benson & Associates tuting these compact levels are, and inroganic chemistry and
Perpener, has announced that of Dallas. General Contractor from the top, the Observatory for faculty-student research. A
formal dedication and ribbon- was Dudley Parker and Corn- with its five-inch t elescope; 1 storage room for volatile and
cutting ceremonies for the pan yof Winona.
Offices for Humanities Divis100;1 exploits,* chemicals is also on
Charles A. Meyer Science and The sand-beige brick building entrance to Science wing's! the second Boor.
Mathematics Center, will be has two main wings: the two- first floor; and the basement,
held on Sunday, November 2, story Science wing which servo which, houses the 30-seat Planthe physical and Life Sciences: etarium, a shop, and the
at 4:00 p.m.
air-.
"ultra-modern" is an appro- and the one-story Mathematics conditioning-heating system.
T.V. RENTALS
wing.
priate beginning in describing
Laboratories, class roonts,1 No deposit required No credit
the Charles A. Meyer Science Where the two wings merge and office ma he up t he Sci-I
needed Black S. White Color
and Mathematics Center at is a complex of levels and once wing's two floors. On the
Stereos • t Hour delivery
Jarvis Christian College,
facilities.
Foremost
day/night
among first other than offices a ad
The Center la named in hon- these is the hexagonal Lecture lounges, are general (zoology,
or of Meyer, member and for- Hall This towering auditorium. botany) biology and advanced Brink's T.V. 327-5428
mer chairman o f the Jarvis with a 500-seat capacity, may biology (microbiology, etc )
Board of Trustees and a vice- The most spacious audito- labs; Earth Science laborapresident of Sears, Roebuck rium campus, the Lecture
Inc. at Present, he is the Hall has facilities for stage
Assistant Secretary of State
for Inter-American Affairs. His
appointment was made by the
HOUSE FOR SALE
U.S. President late last year.
309 Eastvlew
112414.161 BEALE ST.
As was the Library, t he
Sale Price 8.500.00
Science-Mathematics
Ce n ter
500.00 Dow ii
MONEY TO LOAN
was built and equipped by the
A. Monti]
7.00
NOTE
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
ON
Olin Foundation, Inc. Olin exeIledroOM Prime.
cutives include Charles L. Horn
NO LOAN TOO
OireCtIonsi Summer to Holmes,
president; James 0. Wynn, vice
Holmes to Johnson
on
South
president; and Ralph Clark,
Circle, Johnson circle to East
secretary-treasurer. The Li-, view. South to 309 Eastview
brary was erected in memory I
Jack II. Dlugach
of Franklin W. Olin, Founder
PH. 386-7800
[ALL
of the Olin Foundation.
Res. 611:1-9909
"The Olin Foundation has indicated its faith in Jarvis,"
Jarvis President Dr. J. 0
Perpener said at the Science
Center groundbreaking. "And
we accept the challenge of the
Foundation with thankful and
humble hearts. We will use it
well."
The "C"-shaped ;1.5 million
complex is primarily horizontal in an age of high-rise buildEver try to describe the taste
ings. Its outward appearance is
whiskey to a friend? There aren't
a
of
somewhat deceptive. Its wings
words you cart use.
many
too
are one and two stories, but at
their common vertex, six com"Smooth"...umellow"...that's about it.
pact levels are present, almost
When you're describing the taste
inconspicuously.
Seagram's
7 Crown we think there's
of
The Center .is built on sandy
one more word you'll want to add.
hill, which, in part, accounts

HONOR C. A. MEYER

lectures, and may be *pulpped with close-circuit television which is already operating in t he adjacent building—the 1965-built Olin Library and Communication Center. The two Centers are linked
with a covered walk-way and
sidewalks

Jarvis Christian
Dedicates Center

EPSTEIN

THIS WEEK'S

DISCOUNT
PRICES

TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR
LESS
MONEY
..
toommult
AND STILL GET

LOAN OFFICE

LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unrodeented Radom Oa Sal.
LOA1VS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450

PILLSBURY
FLOUR

tastes
like
million.

. tor's license
on the lace of the envelope contain.
. ing the bid documents.
Attention is called to the factl,
-,
- that no less than the minimum pro1 vagina wage for the area roust be
'• paid on the project and that the
• contractor must ensure that amplayacts and applicants for employare not discriminated against
ment,
beaus' of their race, color, religion. sax, or national origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority
resiarves the right to reject any or
'-all bids or to vratve any infOrmaii--..*
In the bidding,
.caies
No bid shall be withdrawn for a
rio4 of Mill/ (30) days mobs,quient to the opening Of bids with- out the consent of the Memphis
t Housing Authority.

,I

CHUCK ROAST

Plain or Self-Risin,

5-lb
bag

Sc 490

5

CATFISH
STEAKS

MEL-0 SOFT BANQUET
CREAM PIES
BREAD
All l'Ia‘or.
14-oz. Ea.

4 1-1h. 4-oz. Isi,i‘es

1

Buckets of 3 to 5-1hs.

25

lb.

69

-MEM IMMI.M1+11PANN•1•81•171AU

FLORDIA
ORANGES

WASHINGTON STATE RED 'IGAnk
OR GOLD DELICIOUS

uLDEN RIPIE
BANANAS.'

APPLES

•sr•401.

5-1h.
bag

12 for

690

2 lbs.

25

,••••

011
•11
,
00
,
••••••
•••

•••101.

9

'Watt

Quarter

.: MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY

Seagram Distillers Company,N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey. ttob Proof. 6516 Grain

Neutral Spirits.

•••12411.

Cooked

Sliced Ham
Sandvmh Allots

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS

Butt Portion, lb.

U. S.

PICTURE TIMES GUARANTEED I YEAR

30-DAYSPECIAL...•
STEREOS
ON COLOR TV ,s BLACK & WHITE•

I

Block &MIA» ---$2.9):

•

: Written Guarantee •
90 days on all work

3 BLACK & WHITE CONSOLES FOR SALE 4195eL(cmh)
,WE CAN REPAIR YOUR SET. -- NO SET aftEPAIRABLE
MY BUY OR RENT

RADIO & TV SERVICE 774-2146
1111111111111•1111\

1446Humber Street Memphis,Tenn. 38106

24-oz.
10 for

Boston Roll Roast 1;uloilb19
Hambuger
59

Country (lib All-Hett'

'

GRADE A LARGE EGGS
gaw with this coupon and $3 00 additions,
OP"
purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh
1111
:
or frozen milk products. go Doz.
SP.
Good tnru Tuec., Nov. 18 Limit One.

•••

Gs
Zsi

Ne'.1111111111111111111111,"111,111q''

ID

O

Pork

with iturchaw of 2 okks. Fr)ci
Hre.o.t. Leas or Frer Thighs. U-1'
,ith porcliase
I \NO LBS.
S31i ult
. Clackers.
„ith ()NI. 2-11, iii ,f kr...terra
111-4./. innant
with nor. haw .4 mu. !I...,
0
Ertilass,. fell,
porrhavr ..1 h oka,
Kniect
Celatins.
null I pkgs. or ans of

•O
v

Ej

O

Choice Tenderay

el.. KROGER

T.

Exp.
11-18-69
ith purchaw of 1-lit,.
or
re Ground chuck 1,r E
l
Ground Beet Patties.
jilt pu-hate
o
of 2 pkgs.
BREAKFAST or CENTER CUTril,

50

Kroger's Fresh-Shore

•
•

U.S.CHOICE TENDERAY

• .AC.0.

l

SERVICE
CHARGE

•

With our coupon offer

'femthe State of thereeral assembly ofamendments
all
ineseiss, and
name and contrac-/
.:, to. The bidder's
number rnust be placed

1

KROGER
GRADE A
LARGE EGGS

Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.

-ti

Orelte Ledbetter
Secretary

You Can't Do Better
Anywhere Else!

That rare intangible ..:'quality".
You can't touch it. But you sure
can taste

The Memphis Housing Authority
will receive bids for the INSTALLATION OF FASHION FRONTS
AND INSTALLATION OF WASH- '
INC MACHINE CONNECTIONS IN
KITCHENS IN witasam H.
rooT E HOMES. TENN. 1-211.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, u n t 11..
10:00 A.M.. CST. on November 14:1969. at 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee. at which time and
Mace all bids will be publicly openad and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract document,. including plans and specifications. are on file at the office of
the MODERNIZATION ENGINEER,
Memphis Housing Authority, 790
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
Copies of ths documents may be
Obtained by qualified contractors by
depositing ten Ohl dollara with the
Memphis Housing Authority for each
set of documents so obtained. Such
deposit will be refunded to each
bidder who returns the plans, specifications and other documents in
good condition within ten (10, days
after bid opening.
A certified check or bank draft
..payable to the Memphis Housing
• Authority. U. S. Government bona,
ir a satisfactory bid bond executed
,y bidder and aceeptatils sureties In
an amount equal to nVill (5%) PITcent of the bid shall be submitted
with each bit.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satia'factory performance and payment
bond or bands within ten (10) days
•..':after the notice of award.
' All bidders shall be licensed contractors as required by Chapter 135.
r'of Public acts of 1945 of the 0en-

*
.

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

iyiTaiiiiTiti111•101,Sitt

1XTRA 1POP
VALUE STAMPS .114
wOils NM (*wars
+NI
low
$3.00 Pirtbillie•
'secluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk
products, and In addition to any other
l.urchsee requirements.
•
c•c'd thru ruin-. Nov. 1C L.rnit One

..rolantjt.
.
Kr,bkell (
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with any I pkgs. of III
or 12 Sandwich Runs. ot
111-count Wiener Rolls
purchase ,4 one Pt psodcot
Adult T.4,1h1,111S11
one pkg.I.A5111.\ PRIM Li
(:01.0cApsvi.rs
with purchase of 5 cars
Fresh Colden C.wn
with purchase of 5-list
or mitre potatoes
with purchase of
TWO HEADS LETTUCE
nob
or more
Dry Onion,

50
50ssit It
50,ith
25
25
5
25
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with a $1.00 purchase or
most, of fresh Product
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Magicians Strong Contenders
For Debut In VSAC Division

Southern s Jaguars Snap B1g
Blues 11-Game Win String

the first of three ID's on a oneyard dash with 16 seconds on
Carter, 6-2 junior guard.
the first period clock that
Robinson, an accurate marksa 73-yard, 11-play
/
capped
and Wayne
Mayes
march.
man who prepped at Hamilton
Reese who turned in the best
The basketball Magicians of in size, but they are capable season, including independents High, and Hoskins, a defensive
evening of hie career with 131
Le Moyne-Owen
College look performers. We have better and teams affiliated with the ace and rebound artist from By EARL S. CLANTON, III team here Saturday night, Nov. Hall pass and dashing 58 yards1
yards in 22 tries, were the only
like a Winner! They are show- personnel this year."
Gulf Coast Conference and the Melrose, are expected to set,
1.
to paydirt with 13:44 remaining ball carriers on the march.
spite!
ROUGE
—
In
ing unusual scoring . power in LeMoyne-Owen is
making its Southern Intercollegiate Ath- the pace for the Magicians. BATON
Coach John A. Merritt's Big in the first period. Exactly 3
practice -sessions and their dê- debut in the Volunteer State letic Conference.
of mercurial running by cap-1 Blue chargers are now 4-1-1 on minutes later, Isaiah Robinson
Southern's Lee Hudson snagt.
Melrose,
is
a
Dover,
from
fense ig improving steadily.
flain-I
and
four-yard scoring TD god
Reese
James
Thaxed
Wayne
punter
tam
recovered
Athletic Conference, competing
n
win
the year and had a 11-game
clever and deceptive floor"We'll babe a good defensive against teams in the VSAC The Magicians will open man, and LeFlore of Carthage,' boyant passing by "Jefferson!string snapped by the Alvin Ta- ton's fumble in the end zone Mayes bulled 57 yards with a
team," said head coach Jerry Western Division — Christian against a strong Alumni five,, Miss., and Carter of Mont- Street" Joe Gilliam, Tennessee,bor-coached Jaguars who are giving the Bayou country lads Gmiam aerial that accounted
Johnson, "and there will be Brothers College, U.T. at Mar- Nov. 28, in Bruce Hall, and star gomery. Ala., are dependable State University dropped its 5-1-1.
tor the first half scoring that
a 13-0 margin.
regular season
here
more of a team effort this sea- tin, Union, Bethel and Belmont. their
to Jaguar Ken Ellis opened the 1 Jake Mayes, who did all • of gave Tabor's talent a six-point
game
22-30
first
shooters.
season's
Dec. 1 against Tougaloo Colmargin.
son."
The Magicians will - tackle
Southern University football scoring by grabbing a Howard Ithe Big Blue's scoring, scored (2044)
"The players are not large several other outfits during the lege of Tougaloo, Miss. Other
Another veteran, John Blair.
December dates include Lane a 6-5 center from Montgomery,
of Jackson, Tenn., here, Dec. is not eligible for first semes4; Lincoln University at Jeffer- ter play.
son City, Mo., Dec. 6; Rust
College of Holly Springs, Miss., Coach Johnson has come up
here, Dec. 9; Miles College of , with four excellent transfer
Birmingham, Ala., here, Dec.1 cagers, although two will not
12; U, T. Martin here, Dec. 29; 1 be eligible for the first 18 calenAlcorn of Lorman, Miss., here, dar weeks.
Dec. 23, and Alcorn at Lorman,
Completely modern and Air-Condition
The two eligible to play in
Dec. 27.
Barber and Beauty Shop
the opening games are Hubert
Five veterans on the 15-man McNeil, a 6-2 junior guard who
Hi-Fashion Hair Styles
squad are Jackie Robinson 6-3 prepped at Melrose and transA. complete hair, facial and manicure
service
senior forward; Edward Hos- ferred to LeMoyne-Owen thiFREE PARKING
kins, 6-5 junior forward; Jerry season from Henderson Junior
Op en 6 days a week
Dover, 5-7 sophomore guard; College in Athens. Texas, and
887 Thomas Street 527-3478
LeRoy LeFlore, 6-2 senior for- Donald Womack of New York,
ward and center, and Herbert a 5-10 junior guard who trans—
ferred from Sheridan Junior'
College, Sheridan, Wyo.

WARREN'S ORIGINAL HAIR STYLES

THAN'S
LOAN FFICE

SIIRGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
• 0,00ATS • SHOT GUNS •!AMU
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. .
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL. ARTICLES OF VALUE

178 UAL STREET SA 6-5300

MECHANICS WANTED
OAS & DIESa
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local
. truck leasing company has openings for Me-hanics who want steady employment in large roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

The two who must sit out thc
first 18 calendar weeks are
Hosea McCray of Clarksdale,
Miss., a 6-7 junior center who
Arkansas
transferred
from
A.M. and N. College in Pine
Bluff. and Stanley Strador ofl
Indianapolis, Ind., a 6-5 forward who transferred from
Lane
College
in
Jackson,
Tenn.

OIM111.11.1.11110MI
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The five freshmen on t he
already
have
won
squad
Coach Johnson's praise. Expected to see plenty of action
For Complete
are these first-year men —
Quality Service, Local Charles
Edge, 6-5 center from
Long Distant and
Northwestern High in Detroit;
Benjamin Moore, 6-2 guard
Storage,
from Detroit's Northwestern;
Call 527-5297 for
Kenneth Petty, 6-3 forward, alFree Estimates
so from Northwestern in DeE-Z Storage & Van Co. troit; Moses Jones, 6-4 forward
from Tuskegee Institute High
493 S. Main St.
School in Alabama, and Robert
—
- Brown, 6-foot guard of Millington, Tenn., and a graduate of
Barretts Chapel.
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Here's color TV you can carry (only 40 lbs. light)
with a powerful 21,500 volt NEW VISTA color chassis
and Super Bright HI-LITE color tube,

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN! OPEN EVERY NIGHT MI 9.

Colonial styling.
Automatic Fine Tuning!

S.

LEARN TO DRIVE
•
0 If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
0
In Getting Drivel Licesst
•
Cali
•
•
•
•

Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

PEST
Minitim6 co.
TRINITES-110AONIS
NAM INISSAIATI
Licensed cad Bonded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed

"WE KILL TO UVE"

CALL

NATURAL-401(
Hair Preparation....
There is a Look Preparation
for every Hair need.
Look Hair PreparationDiv.
of

HAYNES

Luxury-feature color TV with
AFT in all-wood cabinet.
25,000 volt NEW VISTA chassis,
Solid State components.

8
CEAPPLIAKE Co.

SON

P.O Box 1124
Corbonciole, Illinois 62901

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA7-6033

CANLYOU USE

tASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

Crafted Color

Computer
C‘AMILD SERIES SPECIAL

Color TV

MOVING?

I.. E. GATLIN

IL G. KIN KLE

L. E. GATLIN JR

• RCA MID-SOUTH HEADQUARTERS FOR OVER 24 YEARS

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
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3431 Summer

WHITEHAVENI FRAYSER
4255 Hwy. 51 So.

Phone 324-4406 Phone 396-0995

31111 Themes(Amy.

N.)

LAMAR
2374 Lamer

POPLAR 1
5237 Poplar

Phone 351-4185 Phone 7434370 Phone 6124661

PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
'70 IMPALA COUPE

'70 IMPALA 4-DOOR

NOW

NOW

$2620

$2607
CASH
PRICE

Es an Old Forester
kind of
Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.

'70 BEL AIR 4-DOOR

NOW

$2502
CASH
PRICE

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER

361 UNION' 527-44/1
2989 SUMMER • 323-5594
At 86or 100 proof'There is nothing better in the marker.'
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